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Chapter 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter contains a summary of this thesis effort, the conclusions from
this effort, and recommendations for future effort.
6. 1 Summary of Thesis Effort
This thesis is an investigation of the engineering and economic aspects of
inertial gyros. A gyro production system was hypothesized in which gyros were
assembled, tested, installed in the inertial measurement unit, sent to the field,
returned from the field after failure, removed from the IMU, failure-identification
tested, disassembled, reassembled, etc. A mathematical model of the system was
derived which included elapsed time, material costs, labor costs, equipment costs,
and yield (whenever applicable) for each operation in the hypothetical system. The
model simulates the time-sequential behavior of the stable, dynamic, nonlinear sys-
tem exhibiting both transient and steady-state behavior to the applied inputs and dis-
turbances. The model of the system was developed in a digital computer program
format that is easily learned, understood and applied. Data for the operation of the
system were obtained informally from various industry and government sources, as
well as the author's own personal experience. Many changes were introduced into
the model with the objective of locating and describing the relationship between
various system parameters and the gyro life-cycle costs. It is hoped that the identi-
fication of the most cost-sensitive parameters and their cost impact will assist in
decisions in R & D contract allotments.
The most important contributions of this thesis are believed to be the
following:
(a) A stable, dynamic, nonlinear mathematical model describing a
gyro production system has been derived.
(b) Use of a simple digital computer language suitable for modeling a
wide variety of systems and especially recommended for life-cycle
costing studies has been demonstrated.
(c) The IMU costs attributable to the gyro have been included in the
gyro life-cycle cost (LCC).
(d) A unique set of cost data and other data required to obtain meaning-
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ABSTRACT
The engineering and economic aspects of inertial gyro production, test, and
repair are investigated using the concept of life-cycle cost. The single-degree-
of-freedom inertial gyro is taken as the example, but the study can be easily applied
to other types of gyros and other engineering devices.
The nonlinear mathematical model is derived in a digital computer program
format. A unique set of basic cost data was obtained, mainly from industry, and
used in determining the characteristics of the model. Those parameters of the
model which indicate the greatest life-cycle cost sensitivities are investigated.
Areas where the return in terms of lower life-cycle costs may be greater than the
investment are identified.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Emphasis in the past few years on the total-package- procurement concept
by both the government and industry suggested that part of this concept, life-cycle
costing (LCC), be applied in an engineering and economic study of the inertial gyro.
Recent papers (12), (10), (11), (29), (30), (31)plus discussions with colleagues
engaged in the research, development, production, and repair engineering of inertial
gyros reinforced that idea. Thus the requirement of a thesis became the opportunity
to investigate a subject of considerable personal interest.
1. 1 Background
In the late 1940's and during the 1950's, the Department of Defense (DOD)
instituted large-scale programs to develop major weapons systems. Substantial
amounts of research, development, and production were involved, all with tight
schedules. It became apparent that, under the cost-plus-fixed-fee contracts,
hardware deliveries were late, anticipated quality did not materialize, and costs
far exceeded the original budgets. An analysis of the escalation in costs revealed
that on the average the final costs were three times the original cost estimates
made at the R & D phase. (21) Several reasons were advanced for these discrepancies
such as poor program definition and the fact that, since the R & D contractor had to
compete for the production phase of the program, he tended to "buy-in" at the
R & D phase in order to gain the advantage in the production contract award and
recoup his losses on the R & D phase.
About 1960, DOD attempted to reduce costs by greater use of incentive-type
contracts in which rewards were extended for good performance and penalties were
imposed for poor performance. These actions, although beneficial, did not result
in the intended or expected cost reductions. The government needed a contracting
methodology which would result in a favorable price not only in the R & D phase or
in the production phase, but in all phases of a program.
In 1964, the Air Force publicly announced what has become known as the(21
Total Package Procurement Concept (TPPC). 1) This is an overall procurement
procedure which includes program definition, incentives, life-cycle costing,
Montag=-
fixed prices, free competition and a commitment to production. Thus TPPC
includes research, development, production, training, installation, spares, support
equipment, maintenance, and field services. In other words, one contract in
place of many. Because of its all-inclusive nature, TPPC has also been described
by the following phrases: "bundle -bidding", "cradle -to -grave", "womb-to-tomb",
and "single-threat".
This thesis is concerned with that part of the Total Package Procurement
Concept called life-cycle costs. The term life-cycle costing was first disseminated
widely in 1965 in a report for the DOD titled, "Life Cycle Costing in Equipment
Procurement, I"by the Logistics Management Institute. (40) The report observed
that operating and maintenance costs, as well as purchase price, can vary
significantly among various suppliers' items produced to the same specifications.
The conclusion was that techniques could be devised to allow the purchaser to
measure and predict equipment costs with sufficient accuracy to warrant their use
in evaluating bidders.
In any study such as this, the most difficult decision concerns which items to
include in the life-cycle costs. The literature contains examples of check-lists
with over eighty items (5)to aid in life-cycle costing. In the general case, the
following categories are suggested:
(1) research and development
(2) initial acquisition (production)
(3) installation
(4) training and technical manuals
(5) operation
(6) spares
(7) repair and modification
(8) field services
(9) disposal
One survey of life-cycle costing practices in industry (nondefense industry)
was recently conducted for DOD. (37) The major finding of the survey was that all
industrial firms visited use the life-cycle costing concept in company operations
and base their cost estimates on their own historical data. Industry includes cost
items not usually included in government cost studies, such as taxes, revenue,
advertising costs, market analyses, and cost of equipment down-time.
The life-cycle cost, or "cost-of-ownership", concept was applied to the
selection of aircraft inertial systems in 1968. (31) Life-cycle costing, also called
failure-free warranty, has been the basis of a U. S. Navy contract with Lear Siegler
Inc. (28) This warranty assures that gyro platforms will operate 3000 hours or
five years (whichever occurs first) for a fixed predetermined cost, or the company
will repair them at no extra cost to the Navy. The merits of this concept as seen
by Lear Siegler (32)are:
provides an enforceable guarantee with minimum exceptions
provides for practical definitions of failure criteria
e increases operational readiness due to contractor incentives
to reduce failure rates
* reduces logistics costs by
- eliminating spare parts procurement
- eliminating repair depot tooling and personnel
e guarantees budget control
How the total package procurement concept will fare in the future is difficult
to evaluate, but one part of it-life-cycle costing-is here to stay.
1. 2 Scope of the Thesis
The overall objective of this thesis research is to find the relationships between
various parameters of the gyro production system and the total life-cycle costs.
In particular, it is desired to determine which parameters have the greatest effect
on the life-cycle cost so that research and development efforts can be concentrated
in these areas. Before such efforts can begin, it is necessary to have an estimate,
or estimates, of how much money can be saved by improving these selected sensitive
parameters and their effects on costs. Everyone - at least all engineers - seems to
be convinced that reliability plays a very important part in life-cycle cost. There
is no doubt about this. Yet the questions remain, such as, How important are
they? Compared to what? Also, statements such as "Test equipment is too
expensive" have been made many times. Again, the reply should be, "Too expensive
compared to what? "
The approach to this research is to propose that a field inventory of 1000 inertial
measurement units (IMU's), of an advanced design and with a performance at least
10 to 20 times improved over current practice, be required within a period of
five years. Also, that this inventory would be maintained at its level of 1000 IMU's
for the following ten years. The thesis is concerned with modeling and studying
this hypothetical gyro program over its entire life cycle, beginning with the
manufacturing process in the plant. It is assumed that the research and development
phases of the program have been completed so that the gyro has been fully qualified
to meet the performance specifications. The manufacturing process includes gyro
acceptance test, IMU assembly, IMU acceptance test, and all phases of gyro
repair including the factory rejects and the rejects from the field. For the purposes
of this thesis, only the gyro effort is considered; although it is recognized that the
IMU contains accelerometers, electronics modules, etc. It is assumed that the
number of 1000 IMU's includes spares. It is assumed that the spares are apportioned
among the various customers and that the spares are on stand-by, that is with
gyro wheels running full time, as are all the other systems. Thus for convenience
of this study, calendar time and wheel-running time are coincident. The inertial
measurement units are automatically recalibrated periodically; and, if a failure is
indicated, they are returned to the factory. The IMU's in the field, which include
three gyros in each IMU, are assemed to be a required stable inventory which should
not be decreased. The cost of nonoperational IMU's, the cost of operation of the
IMU's in the field, the cost of transportation of the IMU's from the factory to the
field, and the cost of returning the failed IMUIs to the factory are not considered
here in order to simplify the modeling. Each operation in the factory is described
by the elapsed time, the material cost, the labor costs, and the tools and equipment
costs.
The objectives of this thesis are summarized as follows:
1. Devise a model for the inertial gyro life-cycle costs concerned only
with the areas of assembly, test, installation and test in the IMU,
and repair.
2. Develop a mathematical model suitable for use on a digital computer,
understandable to the engineering, business, and other communities,
yet sufficiently complex to permit expansion in whole or in part.
3. Obtain cost data consistent with the proposed model.
4. Exercise the model to more fully understand its behavior.
5. Find the most sensitive parameters in terms of life-cycle cost as
an indication of the areas in which research and development efforts
are needed.
6. Point out those areas where the savings in the life-cycle cost could
be greater than the investment.
1. 3 Summary of Contents
The remaining chapters of this work are briefly summarized below. Each
summary attempts to outline the content of the chapter for the interested reader.
Chapter 2 - Descriptive Model of the System
The overall system consisting of a manufacturing plant and a field inventory
is described as an information feedback system with the management decisions in
the feedback loop. The system processes and their interrelationships are described
with the aid of block diagrams. The gyro sector of the plant is described by
considering the gyro assembly, acceptance tests, disassembly, and reassembly
areas. The gyro failure-identification test areas are also included in the gyro sector
of the plant. The inertial measurement unit sector includes the IMU assembly, the
IMU acceptance test, and IMU disassembly area, the IMU failure-verification test
area and IMU disassembly area. The field sector is simply the field inventory.
Chapter 3 - A Mathematical Model of the Plant
In this chapter, a mathematical model of the plant is developed in the
DYNAMO 17 language. The motivations for choosing this particular program
language are developed and the equation-generating processes are presented in
detail. The equations are derived by plant sector in order that they may be easily
referenced to Chapter 2.
Chapter 4 - The Data
The data for the model were obtained from the author's personal experience,
his colleagues involved in research and development, his colleagues involved in
the production of gyros, accelerometers, and inertial navigation and guidance systems
of all types, and his colleagues involved in repair engineering of inertial systems,
gyros and accelerometers. Estimates of elapsed time, material cost, labor costs,
and costs of tools and equipment were obtained for each manufacturing process
necessary for the proposed model. It was originally intended to use several sets
of data in the model simulation. However, as the data were obtained in the course
of the research, the spread in the data seemed to be negligible for the purposes of
the thesis. Therefore, one set of data has been converged upon.
Chapter 5 - Analysis
In this chapter, the life-cycle costs as a function of several parameters are
determined. The dynamics of the model are discussed. The main emphasis is
on the quasi-static results of the manipulations of the model. The effects of changes
in yields, reliabilities and other parameters are presented in detail.
Chapter 6 - Summary and Conclusions
This chapter contains a summary of the results of the thesis effort, the
conclusions from the thesis effort, and recommendations for future work.
Appendix A
The computer program code words are defined and referenced to the program
line number.
Appendix B
This appendix is a copy of the computer program.
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Chapter 2
DESCRIPTIVE MODEL OF THE SYSTEM
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter a verbal model, or descriptive model, of the hypothetical
gyro-IMU production system is presented in conjunction with several block diagrams.
In the next chapter, a mathematical model of the system is derived in order that
the system may be precisely manipulated.
Particularly in recent years, models have become widely accepted as a means
*
for studying complex phenomena. The model simulates the real system so that the
behavior of the real system can be studied (at a greatly reduced cost), not only over
normal ranges of inputs and disturbances, but also over ranges that may seldom be
encountered in practice. However, model construction in many areas requires
drastic simplification of the real world in order that the model may be studied at all.
On the other hand, too much simplification can result in a model that is not meaning-
ful. The model is correct to the extent that the perception of the situation is correct.
It is significant here that the author has had direct contact with the areas being
modeled for a number of years.
In this study no attempt has been made to include the production interruptions
due to:
(a) human nature, i. e., weekends, holidays, labor strikes, etc.
(b) mother nature, i. e., weather, etc.
(c) "Murphy's Law", i. e., if anything can go wrong, it will.
The model to be described in this chapter includes a plant where single-
degree-of-freedom inertial gyroscopes(46) are assembled, tested, installed in iner-
tial measurement units (IMU's), tested, sent to the field for operation, and repaired
after return from the field. These IMU's are part of an inertial navigation or guidance
system which usually includes a computer, displays, control, power supplies, etc.
*Models are used in many areas such as the physical sciences, engineering, 
(33)
(17),(25), (39) (23)industrial management, ecology, operations research (also called
(45) (18)
management science) and urban dynamics.
The model simulates .the time-sequential behavior of the stable, dynamic,
nonlinear system exhibiting both transient and steady-state behavior to the inputs
and disturbances applied in this study. The nonlinearities are due to the constraints
on the system such as those imposed by the available test equipment and the waiting-
stack control function.
2. 2 The System
It is proposed that a requirement exists for an inventory of 1000 inertial
measurement units of an advanced design to be operational in the field within a
period of five years. The life-cycle costs of this system are studied to find the cost
relationships between various parameters of the system. The overall system is
described by the block diagram shown in Fig. 2. 1. The plant is the factory or produc-
tion unit of the system. The field is the area outside the plant where the hardware
output of the plant is being operated by one or by many customers. The hardware
inflows to the plant are:
(a) new sets of gyro parts which are in kit form ready for assembly
(b) make-up parts to replace the rejected parts of the failed gyros
(c) failed IMU's returning from the field
The hardware outflows from the plant are:
(a) parts lost in the initial assembly
(b) inertial measurement units to the field
The plant is controlled by management decisions based on information feed-
back from the field and from the plant. Specific actions can be taken by comparing
the desired inventory in the field with the actual inventory in the field.
Each operation in the plant is characterized (where applicable) by the elapsed
time for the operation, the cost of the material required for the operation, the cost
of the labor required for the operation, and the yield (see Chapter 4 for additional
information).
The detailed block diagram presented in Fig. 2. 6 describes the entire system
and the connections between each of the main operations in terms of hardware flow.
2. 3 The Plant
The block diagram of the plant is given in Fig. 2. 2. New sets of parts are
assembled in the gyro assembly area, where some small percentage of the parts
are lost due to various reasons, such as mishandling, errors in initial dimensions,
etc. The assembled gyros are tested in the gyro acceptance test area. The gyros
LOST MAKE-UP
PARTS PARTS
NEW SETS
OF PARTS + PLANT
CONTROL FEED
CONTROL
MANA(FMFNT
NOTE:
SOLID LINE = HARDWARE FLOW
DOTTED LINE = INFORMATION FLOW
ACTUAL INVENTORY
ERROR
DESIRED INVENTORY
IN THE FIELD
- 1
Figure 2. 1 Block diagram of the system.
GYROS
Figure 2. 2 Simplified block diagram of the plant.
which are not accepted are disassembled, the rejected parts replaced, and the
gyro is reassembled. After reassembly, the gyro is returned to the acceptance
test area. The gyros which are accepted are assembled into inertial measurement
units, along with the accelerometers which are produced in another part of the
plant, but outside of the system being considered here.
The IMU's which are not accepted due to a gyro failure are disassembled and
the gyros are removed. The gyros are subjected to failure-identification tests to
determine the nature and extent of the failure. The identified failed gyros are
disassembled. The gyros which pass the failure-identification tests and are "good"
gyros, by definition, are returned to IMU assembly.
The IMU's which pass the IMU acceptance tests are delivered to the customer
for operation in the field. It is assumed that the IMU's and the gyros are operational
at all times or at least a sufficiently high percentage of the time, so that calendar time
and gyro wheel running time are coincident. The inertial measurement units are
assumed to be automatically calibrated at periodic intervals. A failure indication
returns the IMU to the plant where it is subjected to failure-verification tests. It
is assumed that all failures are verified and each IMU failure is due to the failure
of one gyro.
2.4 The Gyro Sector of the Plant
All the strictly gyro operations are conducted in the gyro sector of the plant,
which is shown in the block diagram in Fig. 2. 3. The expansion of the diagram
from Fig. 2. 2 to Fig. 2. 3 reveals the block labeled "gyro waiting" where gyros
are held in an inventory or stack until they can be acceptance tested. The accep-
tance-test capacity is a management decision and is one of the nonlinearities built
into the model. It is assumed that all gyros are subjected to the same tests and
the rejected gyros are divided into three failure categories. Category 1 includes
all failures located outside the gyro main housing and are generally assumed to be
electronics failures, wiring opens and shorts, thermal control package malfunctions,
preamplifiers, components of normalizing packages, etc. Category 2 includes all
failures located between the main housing and the float, and assumed to be leaks
through the main housing, flotation fluid contamination, bias changes, etc. Category
3 includes all failures located within the gyro float and requiring disassembly of the
float, i. e., leaks in the float, spin-axis bearing malfunction, etc.
The gyros rejected at the IMU acceptance tests are tested to identify the
failures and the failure modes. The gyros are sorted into "good", category 1,
category 2, or category 3. The IMU is a complex electromechanical assembly
NOTE:
CAT. 1
CAT. 2
CAT. 3
FAILURES LOCATED OUTSIDE GYRO HOUSING
FAILURES LOCATED BETWEEN HOUSING AND FLOAT
FAILURES LOCATED INSIDE FLOAT
Block diagram of the gyro sector of the plant.
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F igure 2. 3
and specific identification of a component failure within the IMU is usually difficult
and time consuming. The gyros from the IMU's rejected in the field are also
subjected to failure-identification tests and sorted into their respective categories
as shown in Figure 2. 3.
It should be noted that the three inputs to the gyro disassembly area do not
have the same failure distributions among the three categories.
The following references are suggested for the theoretical and engineering
aspects of gyro design, assembly, test, and repair, (2) (19) (20) (26) (33) (35) (36)
(41) (46).
2. 5 The Inertial Measurement Unit Sector of the Plant
The inertial measurement unit operations are conducted in the IMU sector
of the plant, which is shown in the block digaram in Fig. 2. 4. In this case, the ex-
pansion from Fig. 2. 2 to Fig. 2. 4 reveals two waiting stacks, an IMU waiting stack,
and a failed-IMU waiting stack. It is assumed that each failed IMU contains one
failed gyro and two "good" gyros. The size of the IMU waiting stack at any given
time is zero since the capacity of the IMU acceptance test equipment is always
sufficient (by assumption). The size of the failed IMU waiting stack is a nonlinear
function of the number of field-failed IMU's at a given time and the difference between
the actual IMU inventory in the field and the desired inventory in the field (see sec-
tion 3. 12).
One might ask whether or not the costs of the IMU operations are included
in the gyro life cycle cost or LCC. Partial costs of the IMU operations should be
charged to the gyro (as they are in this study) for costing studies. The design of
the gyro influences the cost of the IMU assembly and disassembly in the following
ways: basic inertial system mechanization and design, mechanical fit, mechanical
alignment and securing, and electrical connections. For the IMU assembly operation,
only a portion of the cost is charged to the gyro since the accelerometers and other
gear are also assembled.
The gyro portion of the IMU acceptance test is charged to the gyro. This
cost accrues from the gyro alignment, calibration, drift specification verification,
etc., which are accomplished in the IMU rather than at the gyro component level.
These operations may seem, at first glance, to be repetitions of the gyro acceptance
test. However, due to differences, at times, in the mechanical, thermal, and
electrical environments between gyro test and IMU, some duplication may be un-
avoidable. Such environmental differences are more obvious in the R & D phase
of a program where all manner of hardware and software changes are common
occurrences. The model used in this thesis allows the investigation of trade-offs
between gyro testing at the component level and at the IMU level. It should be noted
that when a gyro fails during IMU acceptance test, the entire cost of the IMU
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Figure 2. 4 Block diagram of the inertial measurement unit sector of the plant.
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assembly, acceptance test, and disassembly should be charged to the gyro since
all these operations must be repeated. Under the assumption of one failed gyro
per failed IMU, the entire cost of the IMU disassembly operation is included in the
gyro cost. Thus, the IMU operations have a considerable importance on the gyro
cost. This method of costing can be used to investigate the changes in yield at the
IMU acceptance test level. It also emphasizes the impact of IMU design on the gyro
cost since complex IMU assembly, diassembly and test operations increase the
LCC of the gyro. Hopefully, these interacting engineering and cost relationships
tend to maintain close relationships between the gyro and the IMU groups.
References (6), (13), (16), and (34) are suggested for additional back-
ground.
2.6 The Field Sector
The field acts as an inventory of IMU's in full-time operational status (see
Fig. 2. 5). Periodic automatic calibration reduces the operational costs (which are
not included in this study), but does not eliminate them. The field operation is
characterized by gyro failure rates per year for each of the failure categories 1, 2,
and 3. The IMU has failed when the failure indicators emit a signal. The unit is
then removed from the field and returned to the plant for repair. It is assumed that
every failure is verified at the plant, although in actual practice such is not the
case. It is also assumed that each IMU failure contains only one gyro failure (this
seems to be a reasonable assumption and generally follows actual practice).
IMU'S FROM IMU ACCEPTANCE TESTS
S FIELD IMU-DAYS IN FIELD
"a INVENTORY
FAILED IMUS TO WA!TING STACK
Figure 2. 5 Block diagram of the field sector.
2. 7 The System Details
The entire system is presented in Figure 2. 6 where the connections between
each of the main operations is indicated. The figure is a composite of the previous
three figures. The flow of assembled gyros is from left to right through the processes
indicated at the top of the figure to the field. The flow of rejected gyros is from the
field through failure-identification, disassembly and reassembly.
T PARTS F E GS FIELD IMU-DAYSGYRO IR GYR1 FAITTLU I
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CAT. 3 - FAILURES LOCATED INSIDE FLOAT
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Figure 2. 6 Detailed block diagram of the system.
Chapter 3
A MATHEMATIC MODEL OF THE SYSTEM
3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, the description of the gyro and IMU production and
repair system is given and the general model developed. In this chapter, a math-
ematical model of the plant is presented in the DYNAMO language. (17)(38) This
program language can be easily learned and understood by individuals from all
phases of the scientific, engineering, and business world.
A complex mathematical model of the production and repair of inertial gyros
is developed in sectors. These sectors are the gyro sector, the inertial measure-
ment (IMU) sector, and the field sector. Each sector can be expanded and studied
separately. The entire model can be expanded by including many other aspects in
economics, personnel practices, the cost of money, inventory control, production
control, etc. , without saturating the the compiler. An analytical approach could
have been taken, in the form of a single long equation relating the cost functions in
quadratic form (if available), then, by partial differentiation various cost sensiti-
vities could be obtained, but the solution of the equation would be nonlinear, com-
plex, and cumbersome. DYNAMO permits the mathematical modeling to be accom-
plished in a series of algebraic equations where each variable in the equation is
given a code name chosen by the modeler. This process is convenient for a complex
model which can be easily modified and expanded and yet permits clarity of expression.
The equation system used here is suitable for the simulation of many types
of information feedback systems such as ecologic, economic, or industrial. (17)(18)
(23)(39)
DYNAMO is a special-purpose compiler for translating the mathematical
model of a system into digital computer machine language. This compiler consists
of machine language instructions that guide the checking, model simulation, output
data print-out and output data plotting. With a large computer memory, DYNAMO
can accept a dynamic model of some 1500 variables. The complier generates special
functions such as steps, ramps, delays, smoothing functions, maximum and mini-
mum functions, etc. , which are useful in model construction and exercise. The ad-
vantages of DYNAMO over a general purpose compiler are taken from Ref. (38):
* the language is easily understood--the time notation aids in under-
standing the order of computation
0 the language is easy to learn
* ingenuity, which is such an important part in the use of most
computer languages, is not involved in most DYNAMO formula-
tions--models of the same situation formulated by different
users will be quite similar and easily compared
* the output includes graphic results as well as printed results
* all forms of the output can be specified easily
0 automatic extensive error-checking simplifies the problem of ob-
taining a meaningful model
The computer calculates the results by moving through time in discrete steps
and calculating all the variables at each step. The procedure is indicated graphically
in Fig. 3. 1. The time for which the present calculations are being made is labelled
TIME K. The previous time at which the calculations were made is labelled TIME J,
and the future time is labelled TIME L. The length of the intervals is DT, the delta
time or solution time, and is the iteration time used in solving the zero-order and
(24)first order difference equations. After calculating all the variables for time K
INTERVAL JK . -r INTERVAL KL
TIME
K L
(PAST) (PRESENT) (FUTURE)
Figure 3. 1 Time notation.
and the interval KL, the computer is moved forward one step and the process is
repeated by relating the variables that were associated with the TIME K to the
TIME J.
Three basic types of variables are used in the compiler:
A level equation (denoted by the letter L) is an accumulation with-
in the system of a variable such as gyros, IMU's, etc., and is the time in-
tegral of a flow rate.
A rate equation (denoted by the letter R) represents a flow, be-
tween levels of the system, of a variable such as gyros, IMU's, information,
etc.
An auxiliary equation (denoted by the letter A) is a variable intro-
duced to simplify the algebraic complexity of the rate equations. Thus, they
can be eliminated by substitution into the rate equations.
In addition, there are constants denoted by the letter C and initial
conditions denoted by the letter N.
The order of the computations is as follows:
(a) levels at TIME K based on quantities from TIME J and JK interval
(b) auxiliaries based on levels and auxiliaries computed earlier at TIME K
and on rates JK
(c) rates based on levels and auxiliaries from K and other rates from JK
The equations need not be written in order since the compiler will automatically
sort the equations into the proper sequence. Each code name in the program will be
defined the first time it appears in the equations, except where codes are used so in-
frequently that repetition seems advisable. For quick reference, an alphabetical
listing of each code name accompanied by its definition and program line number is
given in Appendix A. A copy of the program is given in Appendix B.
3. 2 Input and Output
New parts are purchased from an outside supplier in large lots. The parts
are delivered to the factory in sets, each set containing all the parts required to
assemble one gyro. The production rate, which is a management decision, is in-
creased linearly to three gyros per day by the end of one-and-one-half years,
remains constant at three gyros per day up to three-and-one-half years, decreases
linearly to 2. 1 gyros per day at four years and decreases linearly to zero at four-
and-one-half years after the start of the program. The total number of gyro parts
sets started is .3618 (with a parts loss rate in assembly of 8%, only about 3300 gyros
are actually constructed from new parts).
One year is assumed to consist of 360 days.
The desired initiation of assembly of gyros is shown in Fig. 3. 2 and is de-
scribed in the program by the following equation:
DINAS. K = TABHL (DSTART, TIME. K)/180,0,14, 1) (11-A)
(all table functions and constants are management decisions)
where
DINAS = desired initiation of assembly at time K
TABHL = table from which values can be interpolated by the compiler
(the HL indicates that the number of starts may exceed the high
and low limits of the provided range)
DSTART = name of table of desired starts of new gyro sets
DSTART* = 0 /1 /2 /3 /3 /3 /3 /3 /2. 1 /0 /0 /0 /0 /0 /0 = table of desired starts
(12-C)
(an asterisk following a code word denotes a numerical
tabulation)
TIME = time in days at time K
0, 14, = lowest and highest value in the time range in half-years of the
desired starts of new gyro sets
1 = increment in table is in half-years
The desired inventory in the field (in inertial measurement units or IMU's) is given
by:
DINFLD. K = TABHL(DFIELD, (TIME. K)/360, 0, 6, 1) (17-A)
where
DINFLD.K = desired inventory in the field (in IMU's) at time K
TABHL = table (see previous Eq. )
DFIELD = table of desired inventory
DFIELD* = 1/60/300/650/900/1000/1000* (20-C)
The number of gyros assembled is shown as a function of time in Fig. 3. 2,
along with the desired inventory in the field. The desired inventory in the field was
chosen to lag the gyros being assembled by a time interval greater than the factory
pipeline delay.
The value 650 in the DFIELD tabulation was originally intended to be 600. How-
ever, since this program typing error had essentially no effect on the results,
it is shown as the original value in Fig. 3. 2 and elsewhere.
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Figure 3. 2
The discrepancy between the desired inventory in the field and the actual
inventory in the field generates the error rate.
ERROR.KL = DINFLD.K - FIELD.K (21-R)
The average value of the error at the present time is
AERROR.-K = AERROR. J + (DT)(1/TSMTH)(ERROR. JK - AERROR. J) (22-L)
DT = delta time = solution interval = 1 day (480-C)
TSMTH = exponential smoothing time constant 1 7 ) (24-C)
= 30 days
The average error can be used to generate the correction signal to initiate
new production of gyros when the actual inventory in the field decreases below the
desired inventory in the field.
CORREC.K = AERROR.K * 3 * GAIN (28-A)
3 = conversion factor from IMU's to gyros
GAIN = gain of the correction factor = 0 (this is a
management decision) (29-C)
It is assumed that the production rate is being increased as fast as manage-
ment finds possible, and is given by the table of desired starts of new gyro sets.
The parameters affecting the buildup of the production rate in terms of preparation
of the factory buildings and facilities, obtaining equipment, obtaining gyro parts,
etc. , are not considered here, but should be added for a more complete study.
Since it is impossible to make a correction before the production reaches a steady-
state value, the true correction starts after eighteen months. Note that an initial
over-production of gyros cannot be reduced by a negative correction, i. e., by re-
turning gyros for credit.
TCORREC.K = CLIP(CORREC. K, 0, TIME. K/360,1.5) (32-A)
TCORREC = true correction in gyros
C LIP = limiting function so that
TCORREC.K = CORREC.K if TIME.K/360 z 1.5
TCORREC.K = 0 if TIME.K/360 < 1.5
3.3 Gyro Assembly
The gyro assembly rate of new sets of parts is the maximum value of the
desired initiation of assembly plus the true correction.
NEWSETS.KL = MAX(DINAS.K + TCORREC.K,0) (35-R)
The total accumulated value of the new sets of parts started in gyro assem-
bly is:
ACNEW. K = ACNEW. J + (DT)(NEWSETS. JK) (37-L)
The level of gyros in assembly is:
GYROAS. K = GYROAS. J + (DT)(NEWSETS. JK - ASSGYG. JK
- ASSGYB.JK) (45-L)
where
ASSGYG = assembly rate of "good" gyros
ASSGYB = assembly rate of "bad" gyros
The equations are written in this manner to express the fact that some
average percentage of the parts is lost in the assembly process for a number of
reasons; damage, subassemblies which must be taken apart, etc.
The assembly rate of "good" gyros is:
ASSGYG. KL = DELAY3(NEWSETS. JK, TASGYRO)*(l-LSSRT) (50-R)
where
DELAY3 = third-order exponential delay;' intended to simulate the
pipeline delay due to the assembly time (a pure trans-
portation or pipeline delay represented by an infinite
order exponential delay is not available in the DYNAMO
compiler at present)
TASGYRO = time to assemble gyros in days = 30
* = multiplication
LSSRT = loss rate in assembling new sets = 8%
three, cascaded, single-order, exponentials decreasing with time
(51-C)
(53-C)
The assembly rate of "bad" gyros which represents the parts lost is given by:
ASSGYB.KL = DELAY3(NEWSETS. JK, TASGYRO)*(LSSRT) (52-R)
3.4 Gyro Acceptance Test
The testing of inertial gyros requires an investment in test equipment which,
although a small percentage of the total program cost,is not insignificant. The cap-
acity of the test area is a management decision which is based upon the evaluation
of many factors such as the level of the desired inventory in the field as a function
of time, the expected yields in the factory, the expected failure rates for gyros
in the field, the number of gyros kept waiting for test if the capacity is too small,
etc. The inputs to the waiting area for gyro acceptance test area are the newly
assembled gyros (ASSGYG) and the reassembled gyros. The failed gyros are seg-
regated into three categories (described in section 2. 4).
INFLOW.KL = ASSGYG. JK + GARCAT1. JK + GARCAT2. JK
+ GARCAT3. JK (61-R)
where
= total rate of gyros flowing
waiting area
into the acceptance test
= rate of reassembled gyros (cat. 1) flowing out of reassembly
area
= rate of reassembled gyros
area
(cat. 2) flowing out of reassembly
GARCAT3 = rate of reassembled gyros (cat. 3) flowing out of reassembly
area
The level of the gyros waiting for test is:
GYROW. K = GYROW. J+(DT)(INFLOW. JK - GYROTT. JK)
GYROW
DT
(62-L)
= gyros waiting for test
= delta time or solution interval = 1 day
GYROTT = rate of gyros moved from the waiting area into the
acceptance-test area
INFLOW
GARCAT1
GARCAT2
where
The level of gyros in the acceptance-test area
the level at the previous time plus the inflow over the
outflow over the previous period.
GYROAT. K = GYROAT. J + (DT)(GYROTT. JK
at any given time is equal to
previous period minus the
- GYACC. JK
- GYNACC.JK) (75-L)
where
GYROAT = level of gyros in acceptance-test area
GYACC = rate of gyros accepted
GYNACC = rate of gyros not accepted
The rate at which gyros are moved into the acceptance-test area is deter-
mined by the number of equivalent test stations and the capacity of each equivalent
test station.
GYROTT.KL = MIN(TCAP*CAPYLD,GYROW.K) (79-R)
where
TCAP = number of equivalent test stations = 25
CAPYLD = capacity of each equivalent test station = 0 .2 gyro/ day
MIN = minimum function
GYROTT.KL = TCAP*CAPYLD if TCAP*CAPYLD < GYROW.K
GYROTT.KL = GYROW.K if TCAP*CAPYLD is GYROW.K
The rate of gyros leaving the acceptance-test area is dependent upon the
rate of gyros entering the acceptance-test area and the time required for performing
the acceptance tests.
GYACC.KL = DELAY3(GYROTT,TGYAT)*YIELD
GYNACC.KL = DELAY3(GYROTT, TGYAT)*( 1 - YIELD)
(83-R)
(86-R)
where
GYNACC
GYNACC
TGYAT
YIELD
= rate of accepted gyros leaving the acceptance-test area
= rate of nonaccepted gyros leaving the acceptance-test area
= time required for gyro acceptance test = 25 days
= fraction of gyros accepted at acceptance test = 0 .7 for
reference run
IFPP"
3.5 Gyro Disassembly
Failed gyros are divided into three categories (described in section 2.4) and
in each category there are gyros rejected from the original acceptance test, gyros
rejected from IMU test, and gyros rejected due to failure in the field. Only the
equations pertaining to the category 1 gyro disassembly sector will be given here,
since the equations for categories 2 and 3 are identical (the numerical values in the
equations are, of course, different). In the disassembly sector, the gyros are dis-
assembled, the failed or rejected parts are disposed ofand the acceptable parts are
processed to be ready for reassembly.
The inflow to the category 1 gyro disassembly area is:
INCAT1.KL = GYNACC. JK * FCTR1 + SDGCAT1.JK + FFCAT1.JK (103-R)
where
INCAT1 = gyro input rate to the disassembly area - category 1
FCTR1 = fraction of gyros not accepted from the original acceptance test
which are category l failures
FCTR1 = 0.3 (111-C)
FCTR2 = 0.6 (138-C)
FCTR3 = 0.1 (167-C)
SDGCAT1 = rate of rejected gyros original IMU acceptance test - category 1
FFCAT1 = rate of rejected gyros from IMU's which failed in the field -
category 1
The level of gyros in the gyro disassembly area (cat. 1) at any given time is
equal to the previous level increased by the inflow rate and the disassembly time.
GDCAT1. K = GDCAT1. J + (DT)(INCAT1. JK - GDR CAT1. JK) (108-L)
where
GDCATl = level of gyros in the category 1 gyro disassembly area
GDRCATl = rate of disassembled gyros leaving the category 1
disassembly area
The outflow rate from the gyro disassembly area is dependent upon the
inflow rate and the disassembly time.
GDRACT1.KL = DELAY3 (INCAT1. JK, TDCAT1) (114-R)
where
TDCAT1 = time to disassemble category 1 rejects in days
NOTE: For category 1 only, TDCAT1
is so short that it is assumed:
GDRACT1. KL = INCAT1. JK
TDCAT2 = 7 days (142-C)
TDCAT3 = 10 days (170-C)
The total level of gyros in the disassembly area for all three categories is:
TLGDIS. K = GDCAT1. K + GDCAT2. K + GDCAT3. K (182.A)
The total disassembly rate for all three categories is:
RCDIS. K = GDRCAT1. JK + GDRCAT2. JK + GDRCAT3. JK (186-R)
3.6 Gyro Reassembly
The parts from the disassembly sector, plus purchased make-upl parts, are
assembled into complete gyros. As in the previous sector, only the equations per-
taining to category 1 will be given here. The level of gyros in the gyro reassembly
area at any given time is equal to the previous value of the level increased by the
inflow and decreased by the outflow.
GACAT1.K = GACAT1. J +(DT)(GDRCAT1. JK - GARCAT1. JK) (117-L)
where
GACAT1 = level of gyros in reassembly - category 1
The gyro reassembly rate (the outflow) is dependent upon the disassembly
rate and the reassembly time.
GARCAT1. KL = DELAY3(GDRCAT1. JK, TASC1) (120-R)
where
TASC1 = time to reassemble gyros - category 1 = 9 days (121-C)
TASC2 = 15 days (151-C)
TASC3 = 30 days (177-C)
The total level of gyros in the reassembly area for all three categories is:
TLGREAS.K = GACAT1.K + GACAT2.K + GACAT3.K (183-A)
(187-A)
3. 7 Gyro Failure-Identification Tests - Plant Failures
The gyro rejects from the IMU disassembly area are sorted into the three
failure categories in the gyro failure-identification test area. Only the equations
pertaining to the category 1 failures will be given here, since the equations for the
other two categories are identical.
where
SDGCAT1. KL = DELAY3 (SFCTR1*IMUDISR. JK, TVCAT1)
SFCTR1 = fraction of failed gyros from failed IMU's (plant rejects)
SFCTR 1 = 0.25
SFCTR 2 = 0.50
SFCTR 3 = 0.25
TVCAT1 = time to verify category 1 gyro failures = 7 days
TVCAT2 = 8 days
TVCAT3 = 8 days
(247-R)
(260-C)
(261-C)
(262-C)
(253-C)
(254-C)
(255-C)
The "good" gyros
test area.
from the IMU disassembly area are sent to the gyro acceptance-
GOODSF.KL = DELAY3 (SGOK*IMUDISR.JK, TVGOOD) (250-R)
= two "good" gyros in each rejected IMU by assumption (258-C)
TVGOOD = time to verify "good" gyro from IMU rejections = 7 days
(256-C)
3.8 Gyro Failure-Identification Tests - Field Failures
The outflow from the IMU disassembly area are delivered to the gyro failure-
identification test area where the gyros are tested to determine their repair category.
The outflow from the gyro failure-identification test area is equal to the inflow de-
layed by the time required to perform the tests.
where
(353-R)FFCAT1.KL = DELAY3(DFFCAT1.JK, TVCAT1)
FFCAT1 = verified gyro field-failures - category 1
TVCAT1 = time required to verify failures - category 1
where
SGOK
The total reassembly rate for all three categories is:
RCRAS.K = GARCAT1. JK + GARCAT2. JK + GARCAT3. JK
The "good" gyros, of which there are two per failed IMU (by assumption), are
delivered to the IMU assembly area. The delay in these "good" gyros is equal to the
category 3 delay.
GOODFF.KL = 2*DELAY3(DFFCAT1.JK + DFFCAT2.JK
+ DFFCAT3. JK, TVCAT3) (356-R)
where
GOODFF = rate of good gyros from IMU field failures
3.9 Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) Assembly and Waiting Stack
The level of the gyros in the IMU assembly area is composed of three inputs
less one output (a) the rate of gyros accepted at gyro acceptance test, (b) the rate of
"good" gyros from the IMU's rejected at IMU acceptance test, (c) the rate of "good"
gyros from the IMU's rejected in the field, and (d) the output.
IMUASS. K = IMUASS. J + (DT)(GYACC. JK + GOODSF. JK
+ GOODFF. JK - GINIMU) (194-L)
where
IMUASS = level of gyros in the IMU assembly area
GOODSF = rate of "good" gyros from IMU factory failures
GOODFF = rate of "good" gyros from IMU field failures
GINIMU = rate of gyros in assembled IMU's to the wait-stack for IMU
acceptance testing
The flow rate of gyros out of the IMU assembly area and into the waiting
area is dependent upon the gyro input rates to the IMU assembly area and the time
required to assemble an IMU
GINIMU.KL = DELAY3(GYACC.JK + GOODSF.JK
+ GOODFF.JK, TASIMU) (197-R)
where
TASIMU = time to assemble an IMU in days = 7 (198-C)
The flow rate of IMU's to the waiting area is one-third the flow rate of the
gyros into the waiting area. The equation which converts dimensions from gyros to
IMU's is
IMUWAIT. KL = GINIMU. JK/3 (204-R)
3.10 Inertial Measurement Unit Acceptance Tests
The level of IMU's in the waiting area (waiting for IMU acceptance test) is
equal to the previous level increased by the inflow and decreased by the outflow over
the previous period.
IMUWT.K = IMUWT. J + DT(IMUWAIT. JK - IMUTTST. JK) (202-L)
where
IMUWT = level of IMU's waiting for IMU test
IMUTTST = rate of IMU's to the IMU acceptance-test area
The IMU's waiting to be tested are moved into the IMU acceptance-test area
when test equipment capacity is available. The level of IMU's in the IMU acceptance-
test area is equal to the previous level increased by the inflow and decreased by the
outflow over the previous period.
IMUTTA. K = IMUTTA. J + (DT) (IMUTTST. JK - IMUACC. JK
- IMUNACC. JK) (210-L)
where
IMUTTA = level of IMU's in the IMU acceptance-test area
IMUACC = rate of IMU's which passed acceptance tests
IMUNACC = rate of IMU's which did not pass acceptance tests
In general, the capacity of the IMU acceptance-test area will be limited in a
manner similar to that of the gyro acceptance-test area
IMUTTST.KL = MIN(IMUWT.K, CAPAC) (216-R)
CAPAC = capacity IMU acceptance test
area in IMU's = 10 (217-C)
(management policy is not an issue here since CAPAC is sufficient for all
modes of the system by assumption)
The rate of IMU's leaving the IMU acceptance-test area is dependent upon the
rate of IMU's entering the acceptance-test area and time required for performing the
acceptance tests
IMUACC . KL = DELAY3(IMUTTST. JK, TTIMU)*IMUYLD
IMUNACC.KL = DELAY3(IMUTTST. JK, TTIMU)*( 1-IMUYLD) (220-R)
where
TTIMU = time required to test IMU's = 12 days (221-C)
IMUYLD = fraction of IMU's which passed IMU acceptance tests = 0.9
(224-C)
3. 11 Inertial Measurement Unit Disassembly - Plant Failures
The IMU's which do not pass the IMU acceptance tests are disassembled, the
gyros are removed and sent to gyro failure-identification. It is assumed that all
failures are verified and identified. It is also assumed that each rejected IMU con-
tains two "good" gyros and one failed gyro.
The IMU level in the IMU disassembly area is
IMUDIS. K = IMUDIS. J + (DT)(IMUNACC. JK - IMUDISR. JK) (235-L)
where
IMUDIS = IMU level in disassembly area
IMUDISR = IMU disassembly rate
The IMU disassembly rate which is the flow rate out the disassembly area is
IMUDISR. KL = DELAY3(IMUNACC. JK, TDISS) (238-R)
where
TDISS = time required to disassemble IMU's = 7 days (239-C)
3.12 Inertial Measurement Units - Waiting Stack for Field Failures
When IMU's fail in the field, they are returned to the factory and added to the
waiting stack. If the gyros from these IMU's are not needed to maintain the desired
inventory in the field (if for example the gyro failure rate decreased with time), these
failed IMU's would remain in the waiting stack until the gyros are needed. The frac-
tion of today's field failures to the waiting stack is given by
RATIO.K = TABHL(FSTACK, FIELD.K/DINFLD. K, . 9,1. 05, . 05) (309-A)
where
RATIO = ratio of field failed IMU's to the waiting stack vs field failed
IMU's to the IMU failure-verification test
FSTACK* = table for stack field failures = 1. 5/1. 1/1.0/0 (310-C)
When the actual inventory in the field (FIELD) is greater than the desired
inventory in the field (DINFLD) (say 1.05 times), then RATIO = 0.5 and 50% of
today's failed IMU's returning from the field are held in the waiting stack and the
other 50% continue on to IMU failure-verification test. When FIELD is equal to
DINFLD, RATIO = 1 and all of today's failed IMU's continue on to IMU failure-
verification test. When FIELD is less than DINFLD (say 0. 95 time), then RATIO
= 1. 10 and all of today's failed IMU's plus a number of failed IMU's from the waiting
stack equal to 10% of today's failed IMU's are sent to IMU failure-verification test.
These actions are management policy and constitute another nonlinearity in the system.
The field-failed IMU's constitute the inflow to the waiting stack and the IMU's
to IMU failure-verification test constitute the outflow. It is assumed that all failures
will be verified at the factory although the failure category has not been established
from information from the field.
where
The level of failed IMU's which contains a category 1 failure are
STKCAT1.K = STKCAT1. J + (DT)(FECAT1. JK - CAT1REP. JK)
STKCAT1 = IMU field failures in stack - category 1
FECAT1 = IMU field failure rate - category 1
(314-L)
CAT1REP = rate of IMU field failures from waiting stack - category 1
The outflows from the waiting stack are fractions of the present IMU failures
in the field, but cannot exceed the IMU's waiting.
CAT1REP. KL = MIN(STKCAT1. K, RATIO. K * FECAT1. JK) (324-R)
where
MIN = minimum function
CAT1REP. KL = STKCAT1. K if STKCAT1. K < RATIO*FECAT1. JK
CAT1REP. KL = RATIO. K*FECAT1. JK if STKCAT1. K RATIO*FECAT1. JK
3. 13 Inertial Measurement Unit - Failure-Verification Test
The failed IMU's are delivered to the IMU field-failure verification-test area.
The outflow is equal to the inflow delayed by the time required to conduct the tests.
VFECAT1.KL = DELAY3(CAT1REP. JK, TVER) (335-R)
where
VFECAT1 = IMU verified field failures which contain a category 1 gyro
failure
TVER = time required for IMU failure-verification test = 9 days
(338-C)
3. 14 Inertial Measurement Unit Disassembly - Field Failures
The outflow from the IMU disassembly area is equal to the inflow delayed by
the time required for IMU disassembly. The inflow to the IMU disassembly area is
the outflow from the IMU failure-verification test area.
DFFCAT1.KL = DELAY3(VFECAT1. JK, TDISS) (347-R)
where
DFFCAT1 = gyro field-failure rate from IMU disassembly-category 1
TDISS = time required to disassemble IMU's = 7 days (239-C)
3.15 Field Inventory
The outflow from the IMU acceptance test area of the gyros which passed the
tests is the inflow to the field inventory. The outflow from the field inventory is the
total number of IMU failures in the field. The IMU level in the field inventory is
FIELD.K = FIELD. J + (DT)(IMUACC. JK - TOTBRK. JK) (270-L)
where
FIELD = actual IMU inventory in the field
TOTBRK = total failure rate of IMU's in the field
The total accumulated age of the IMU's in the field inventory is calculated by
AVAGET.K = AVAGET. J + (DT)(FIELD. J - TOTBRK. JK*AVAGE. J)(276-L)
where
AVAGE = average age of the IMU's in the field inventory
The average age of the IMU's in the field is calculated by
AVAGE. K = AVAGET. K/(MAX(FIELD. K, 1)) (279-A)
where
MAX = maximum function and is used to avoid division by zero
FIELD.K = FIELD.K if FIELD > 1
FIELD.K = 1
The IMU failures in the field can be assumed to be a function of the average
time in the field, or chronological time, or both. For this purpose, the switch func-
tion is particularly useful for testing decision rules by means of reruns. Both
decision rules are included in the program and the appropriate one is chosen by
the switch function. (38)
TIMEVAR.K = (S*AVAGE.K + (1-S)*TIME.K)/360 (291-A)
where
TIMEVAR = time variation for IMU's in the field in years
S = switch function (290-C)
S = 1 for average time in the field
S = 0 for chronological time
The failure rates per year for IMU's in the field for category 1 are governed
by a table function T1*. As noted previously, only the equations pertinent to category
1 are presented here.
PFECAT1.K = TABHL(T1, TIMEVAR.K, 0, 14, 1) (292-A)
where
PFECAT1 = field failure rates per year
TABHL = table from which values can be interpolated by the compiler
(the HL indicates that the numbers in the table may exceed the
high and low limits of the provided range)
T1 = name of the table of failure rates as a function of age in the field
T1* = actual table of failure rates for entire 15 years of the program
for category 1
T1* = .10.o10/. 10/.10/. 10/.10/.10/. 10/.10/. 10/.10/. 10/.'10/.10/. 10
(293-C)
T2* = .20/.20/.20/. 20/. 20/. 20/.20/. 20/. 20/.20/.20/. 20/.20/.20/.20
(296-C)
T3* = .20/.20/.20/.20/.20/.20/.20/.20/.20/.20/.20/.20/.20/.20/.20
(299-C)
TIMEVAR = time variation for IMU's in the field in years is the independent
variable in the table
0, 14 = lowest and highest value in the time range in years
1 = increment in the table is in years
The actual number of failures per day in category 1 is given by
FECAT1.KL = FIELD*PFECAT1.K/360 (302-R)
The total IMU failure rate in the field is the sum of the category, 1, 2 and 3
failure rates
TOTBRK.KL = FECAT1. JK + FECAT2. JK + FECAT3. JK (328-R)
The total inventory of failed IMU's in the waiting stack at time K is the sum
of the failed IMU's in each category
TFFWAIT. K = STKCAT1. K + STKCAT2. K + STKCAT3. K (331-A)
3.16 Costs
In this section of the program, the subcosts as rates in dollars per unit time
(day) and as accumulated costs in dollars are calculated.
(a) Cost of parts purchased and parts lost in the assembly of the new sets of
gyro parts
RSUBT1. KL = NEWSETS. JK*(COMPCT + AMLOST) (363-R)
where
RSUBT1 = component purchase and lost-material cost rate
COMPCT = component parts cost per gyro - new sets = 7500 (366-C)
AMLOST = average cost of material lost during assembly per gyro
= 500 (367-C)
SUBT1. K = SUBT1. J + (DT)(RSUBT1. JK) (364-L)
where
SUBT1 = subtotal cost of component purchase and parts lost in assembly
(b) Labor costs to assemble new sets of parts
RSUBT12. KL = NEWSETS. JK*NASLCST (370-R)
where
RSUBT12 = assembly labor cost rate for new sets
NEWSETS = actual new sets of parts
NASLCST = assembly labor cost per gyro using new sets of parts
= 5000 (373-C)
SUBT12.K = SUBT12. J + (DT)(RSUBT12. JK) (371-L)
where
SUBT12 = subtotal cost of gyro assembly labor - new sets
(c) Gyro disassembly labor costs
RSUBT3. KL = GDRCAT1. JK*DCAT1 + GDRCAT1. JK*DCAT2 + GDRCAT2* DCAT3
(377-R)
where
RSUBT3 = disassembly labor cost rate
GDRCAT1 = disassembly rate - category 1
GDRCAT2 = disassembly rate - category 2
GDRCAT3 = disassembly rate - category 3
DCAT1 = disassembly labor cost per gyro - category 1 = 100 (380-C)
DCAT2 = disassembly labor cost per gyro - category 2 = 500 (381-C)
DCAT3 = disassembly labor cost per gyro - category 3 = 1200 (382-C)
SUBT3. K = SUBT3. J + (DT)(RSUBT3. JK) (378-L)
where
SUBT3 = subtotal cost of gyro disassembly labor
(d) Gyro reassembly material costs
RGRMAT.KL = GARCAT1. JK*RMCAT1 + GARCAT2. JK*RMCAT2 + GARCAT3. JK
*RMCAT3 (378-R)
where
RGRMAT = reassembly material cost rate
GARCAT1, 2,3 = reassembly rate - categories 1, 2, 3
RMCAT1, 2,3 = reassembly material cost per gyro - categories 1,2,3
= 400, 1000, 2800 (390-C)(391-C)(392-C)
GRMAT.K = GRMAT.J + (DT)(RGRMAT.JK) (380-L)
where
GRMAT = subtotal cost of gyro reassembly material
(e) Gyro reassembly labor cost
RGRLAB.KL = GARCAT1. JK*RCAT1 + GARCAT2. JK*RCAT2 + GARCAT3. JK
*RCAT3 (394-R)
where
RGRLAB = reassembly labor cost rate
RCAT1, 2,3 = reassembly labor cost per gyro - categories 1, 2, 3
= 600, 2000, 4000 (397-C)(398-C)(399-C)
GR LA B. K = GR LA B. J + (DT)(RGR LA B. JK) (395-L)
where
GRLAB = subtotal cost of gyro reassembly labor
NOTE: SUBT4.K = GRMAT.K + GRLAB.K
SUBT4 = subtotal cost of gyro reassembly (labor and material)
(f) Failure identification test labor costs for gyros which failed in the IMU
acceptance-test
RSUBT5. KL = SDGCAT1. JK*GFVCAT1 + SDGCAT2. JK*GFVCAT2 + SDGCAT3. JK
*GFVCAT3
RSUBT5
(403 -R)
= failure-identification test labor cost rate for gyros which
failed in the IMU acceptance test
SDGCAT1, 2, 3 = rate of gyros from IMU disassembly-categories 1, 2, 3
GFVCAT1, 2, 3 = gyro failure-identification test labor cost per gyro
= 300, 700, 1000 (406-C)(407-C)(408-C)
SUBT5. K = SUBT5. J + (DT)(RSUBT5. JK) (404-L)
= subtotal cost of failure-identification test labor costs for
gyros which failed IMU acceptance test
(g) Gyro acceptance test labor cost
RSUBT6. KL = (GYACC. JK + GYNACC. JK)*GACTC
RSUBT6 = gyro acceptance test labor cost rate
GACTC
where
SUBT6
= gyro acceptance test labor cost per gyro = 2000
SUBT6.K = SUBT6. J + (DT)(RSUBT6. JK)
= subtotal cost of gyro acceptance test labor
(h) IMU disassembly cost - failures from IMU acceptance test
RSUBT1O. KL = IMUDISR. JK*CIMUDIS
where
RSUBT10 = IMU disassembly labor cost rate
where
where
where
SUBT5
where
(411-R)
(414-C)
(412-L)
(417-R)
IMUDISR = IMU disassembly rate
CIMUDIS = IMU disassembly cost per IMU = 200 (420-C)
SUBT10. K = SUBT10. J + (DT)(RSUBT10. JK) (418 - L)
where
SUBT10 = subtotal cost of IMU disassembly labor - failures from IMU
IMU acceptance test
(i) IMU field failure identification test cost
RSUBT2. KL = TIMUV*(VFECAT1. JK + VFECAT2. JK + VFECAT3. JK)
(423 -R)
where
RSUBT2 = IMU field failure-identification test labor cost rate
VFECAT1, 2,3 = gyro field failure rate from IMU failure-identification test
TIMUV = IMU field failure-identification test labor cost per IMU = 400
(426-C)
SUBT2. K = SUBT2. J + (DT)(RSUBT2. JK) (424-L)
where
SUBT2 = subtotal cost of IMU field failure-identification test labor
(j) IMU field failure disassembly labor cost
RSUBT11. KL = (DFFCAT1. JK + DFFCAT2. JK + DFFCAT3. JK)*CIMUDIS
(429-R)
where
RSUBT11 = IMU field failure disassembly cost rate
DFFCAT1, 2,3 = gyro field failure rate from IMU disassembly-categories
1,2,3
CIMUDIS = IMU disassembly cost per IMU = 200 (420-C)
SUBT11.K = SUBT11.J + (DT)(RSUBT11.JK) (430-L)
where
SUBT11 = gyro field failure-identification labor cost rate
(k) Failure -identification test labor costs for gyros which failed in the field
RSUBT7. KL = FECAT1. JK*GFVCAT1 + FECAT2. JK*GFVCAT2
+ FECAT3. JK*GFVCAT3 (433-R)
7- _ _ - -
RSUBT7
FECAT1, 2,3
GFVCAT1, 2,3
= gyro field failure-identification labor cost rate
= gyro failure rate in the field - categories 1, 2, 3
= gyro failure-identification test labor cost per gyro -
categories 1, 2, 3
= 300, 700, 1000 (406-C)(407-C)(408-C)
SUBT7.K = SUBT7. J + (DT)(RSUBT7. JK)
SUBT7
(434-L)
= subtotal cost of gyro field failure-identification test labor
(1) IMU acceptance test cost
RSUBT8. KL = (IMUACC. JK + IMUNACC. JK)*STCOST)
= IMU acceptance test labor cost rate
= accepted IMU rate
= not accepted IMU rate
= IMU acceptance test labor cost per acceptance test
= 2000
SUBT8. K = SUBT8. J + (DT)(RSUBT8. JK)
SUBT8 = subtotal cost of IMU acceptance test labor
(m) TMU assembly cost
RSUBT9. KL = IMUWAIT. JK*IMUASSC
RSUBT9
IMUWAIT
IMUASSC
= IMU assembly labor cost rate
= rate of IMU's to waiting stack
= IMU assembly labor cost per IMU = 300
SUBT9. K = SUBT9. J + (DT)(RSUBT9. JK)
SUBT9 = subtotal cost of IMU assembly labor
where
where
where
RSUBT8
IMUACC
IMUNACC
STCOST
(438-R)
where
(441-C)
(439-L)
where
(444-R)
where
(447-C)
(445-L)
--a
(n) Total cost counter
P1.KL = RSUBT1. JK + RSUBT2. JK + RSUBT3. JK + RGRLAB. JK
+ RGRMAT. JK + RSUBT5. JK (450-R)
P2.KL = RSUBT6. JK + RSUBT7. JK + RSUBT8. JK + RSUBT9. JK
+RSUBT10.JK + RSUBT11.JK (451-R)
P3.KL = RSUBT12.JK (452-R)
COST.K = COST. J + (DT)(P1. JK + P2. JK + P3. JK) (453-L)
where
COST = total accumulated cost = life-cycle cost
RSUBT1 = new sets purchased and lost-material cost rate
RSUBT2 = IMU field failure-identification test labor cost rate
RSUBT3 = disassembly labor cost rate
RGLAB = reassembly labor cost rate
RGMAT = reassembly material cost rate
RSUBT5 = gyro (IMU acceptance test) failure-identification
test labor cost rate
RSUBT6 = gyro acceptance test labor cost rate
RSUBT7 = gyro field failure-identification labor cost rate
RSUBT8 = IMU acceptance test labor cost rate
RSUBT9 = IMU assembly labor cost rate
RSUBT10 = IMU disassembly labor cost rate
RSUBT11 = IMU field failure disassembly cost rate
RSUBT12 = assembly (new sets) labor cost rate
and the initial value of the COST (of tools and equipment) is given by:
COST= TCAP*TCCOST + OTHER (454-N)
where
TCAP = capacity of gyro acceptance-test area
TCCOST = cost per unit gyro test capacity = 300,000 (455-C)
OTHER = cost of other tools and equipment = 1,042,000 (458-C)
In order to calculate the cost per IMU per day in the field, a counter for
days in the field is required.
DAYINF.K = DAYINF. J + (DT)(RFIE LD) (461-L)
RFIELD.KL = MIN(FIELD.K, MAXFLD) (462-R)
where
DAYINF = IMU-days in the field
RFIELD = rate of accumulation of days in the field in IMU-days
FIELD = actual inventory of IMU's in the field
MAXFLD = maximum desired number of IMU's in the field = 1050 (463-C)
Note that if more than a specified number of IMU's (1050 in this problem) is
delivered to the field, the manufacturer is not compensated for this extra production
and it is not included in the program life-cycle costs. The cost per day is:
CPERDY.K = COST.K/(DAYINF.K + 1) (469-A)
where
CPERDY = cost per IMU per day in the field
COST = total cost of the program
(DAYINF.K + 1) = number of IMU-days in the field plus 1 (where the one
additional day starts the problem and avoids a division
by zero until one IMU is actually delivered to the field)
3. 17 Output: Printed and Graphic
The output sector requires four constants:
LENGTH = 5400 (478-C)
DT = 1 (479-C)
PRTPER = 180 (480-C)
PLTPER = 180 (481-C)
The length of the program is 5400 days (15 years). The solution interval is
one day. The print period is 180 days and the plot period is 180 days. The following
information is printed and plotted:
PRINT 1) COST/2) DAYINF/3) CPERDY (0. 3)/4)FIELD/5) GYROW/6) IMUWAIT/7) TFFWAIT
PRINT 1) NEWSETS/2)ACNFW/3) DINAS/4) TCORREC/5) CORREC/6)GYRCAS/7) AVAGE
PRINT 1) SUBT1/2) SUBT12/3) GRMAT/4) GRLAB/5) SUBT2/6) SUBT3/7) SUBT4/8) RATIO
PRINT 1) SUBT5/2) SUBT6/3) SUBT7/4) SUBT8/5) SUBT9/6) SUBT10/7) SUBT11
PLOT FIE LD=F /FECAT1=1, FECAT2=2, FFCAT3=3 /TFFWAIT=W/AVAGE=A
PLOT COST=$ /SUBT1=1, SUBT12=*, SUBT2=2, SUBT3=3 /SUBT4=4, SUBT5=5, SUBT6=6
PLOT COST=$/SUBT7 =7, SUBT8=8, SUBT9=9, SUBT10=0, SUBT 1=1, GRLA B=L, GRMAT=M
PRINT 1) VFECAT1/2) VFECAT2/3) VFECAT3/4) INFLOW/5) GYROTT/6) COST/7) GYROW
PLOT DINAS=I/DINFLD=F /ERROR=E /CORREC=C /NEWSETS=N /RCDIS=D, RCRAS=A
PLOT GYROAS=G/TIGDIS=D/TLGREAS=R/GYROAT=T/IMUASS=S/IMUDIS=A/IMUTTA=B
PLOT IMUACC=A, IMUNAC C=N /GYACC=1, GYNACC=2 /ASSGYG-G, ASSGYB=B
This page is blank.
Chapter 4
THE DATA
4. 1 Introduction
In the previous two chapters, a descriptive model and a mathematical model
of the system nave been presented. The descriptive model is used to present
concepts, and the mathematical model is used to make controlled experiments on
the model, that is, controlled within the limits of the assumptions which circumscribe
the model. If a new system were being designed, for wnich there were no historical
data, then it would be necessary to make assumptions about the range of the variables
in the model. The model could be exercised to determine the most sensitive
parameters and to study the influence of cnanges in policy on the system behavior.
In this study it was decided to obtain the best data available from several
sources, witnin the constraints of allowable time and funding, because of the
author's involvement with many aspects of inertial gyro technology. The data used
in this study are the result of informal contributions from several sources: from
tne author's experience as an engineer engaged in research and development of
inertial instruments for many years, and with considerable experience in liaison
work with government and industry; discussions witn colleagues also involved in
R & D in inertial gyros, accelerometers, and inertial guidance and navigation
systems; discussions with colleagues involved in the production of hardware for the
inertial market; and discussions with colleagues involved in repair engineering.
The costs have been assumed to be (a) variable cost of labor and material
proportional to the rate of manufacture and repair, and (b) fixed costs proportional
to plant capacity as determined by management decision. The fixed costs are not
necessarily proportional to the ma imum rate of manufacturing and repair since the
test equipment capacity imposes a limit on the maximum output rate. The costs
are greater to manufacture a given quantity of items if the manufacturing rate
fluctuates than if it is constant. This is due to factors
personnel hiring costs, training costs, layoff costs, etc. Such variable costs,
* Except in one case where actual cost data for a special precision gyro program
was obtained through the courtest of Mr. D. N. Ferguson, Vice President and
General Manager, and Mr. W. Merritt, Program Manager, Northrup Nortronics,
Precision Products Department, Norwood, Massachusetts.
which are some function of the manufacturing rate, are not included in this study.
Estimates of elapsed time, material costs, labor costs, and costs of tools
and equipment, plus yield figures where applicable, were obtained for each process
in the model. It was originally intended to use several sets of data to compare
operations in various plants but since the actual cost data are proprietary, and since
the cost estimates obtained in the course of the research seemed to converge to
numbers with reasonable spreads, a weighted (by the author) average set of data
has been used. No one reader will agree with all the data, but it is felt that a
consistent set has been obtained, even when the reader may disagree with the
absolute levels. The data used in this study are given Fig. 4. 1 and discussed in
the following sections.
4. 2 Elapsed Time
Since the hypothetical problem posed as a vehicle for this study included the
starting of an inertial gyro production and repair facility (plant), an important
consideration in the dynamic behavior of the plant is the accumulation of the time
lags in each operation. Elapsed time is not directly related to labor cost since no
information is given as to the numbers of people working in each operation for
what period of time. Tne elapsed time to produce a new gyro in a qualified IMU
ready for operation in the field is about 75 days. The elapsed time for a category
3 field failure to be returned to the field is about 110 days. Now, the accuracy of
the computer solution is a function of the iteration time or solution time interval
(DT) compared to the shortest process time in the system. It is shown in Ref. 18
that the iteration time should be less than one-sixth the length of the snortest
process time where pipeline delays are modeled by three first-order exponentials
in series (see section 3. 3). The original data contain delays as short as three days
which would require a solution interval of less than one-half day. In order to reduce
the costs of the computer time required for this study, it was decided to increase
the original 3-day and 4-day delays to 7-day and 8-day delays,respectively. These
changes are expected to result in insignificant effects on the system performance
for this study.
4. 3 Labor Costs
Labor costs are a large percentage of the LCC of the inertial gyro. Tne labor
costs in dollars per gyro , or per operation on the gyro, are given in the second
column of Fig. 4. 1. These costs are based on an hourly rate of approximately
$17. 50/hour and include overhead, data analysis, engineering time, etc.
Gyro disassembly elapsed time for category 2, and gyro-failure-identification-test
elapsed time for categories 1, 2, and 3 and "good".
labor tools and
elapsed cost material equipment
Operation time in cost in for
in days dollars dollars/gyro 5 gyros/day yield
gyro assembly (new sets) 30 5000 7000 $1, 042, 000
gyro reassembly - cat. 1 9 600 400
cat. 2 15 2000 1000
cat. 3 30 4000 2800
gyro disassembly - cat. 1 NA 100 NA
cat. 2 7 500 NA
cat. 3 10 1200 NA
gyro failure - identification tests - cat. 1 7 300 NA
cat. 2 8 700 NA
cat. 3 8 1000 NA
"good" 7 1000 NA $1, 042, 000
gyro acceptance tests 25 2000 NA 7.5 x 106 0. 7
IMU assembly (gyro portion) 7 300 NA NA
IMU disassembly 7 200 NA NA
IMU failure-verification tests 12 400 NA NA
(gyro portion)
IMU acceptance tests (gyro portion) 12 2000 NA NA 0. 9
NA = not applicable
* parts-loss rate in assembly of new sets is 8%
Fig. 4. 1. Nominal values of data for the system.
4. 4 Material Costs
The material costs in dollars are given in Fig. 4. 1. The set of parts required
to assemble one gyro is $7000 and represents estimates based on lots of 200 to
500 sets of parts, where the main structural material is beryllium.
4. 5 Tools and Equipment Costs
The costs of tools and equipment are given in two amounts of dollars in Fig. 4. 1
sufficient for a given production rate. The estimated value for the costs of tools and
equipment required for all assembly operations is given in one lump sum and was not
to be considered a constraint in this study. The cost of the gyro acceptance-test
equipment is given separately, since it is a constraint in this study.
4. 6 Yield
The two significant yields for the gyro are the gyro acceptance-test yield and
the 1IU acceptance-test yield which are given in Fig. 4. 1 as 0. 7 and 0. 9,
respectively. These are intended to reflect average yields for a long-term program,
since it is well known that yields can vary significantly from month to month.
4. 7 Parts Lost
During the assembly of any precision electromechanical device, such as
inertial gyros, parts are lost due to mishandling, mistakes in inspection, and
everyday errors. This value of the parts lost in the assembly of new sets of gyro
parts is an average of 8%.
The cost of the parts lost in the reassembly process is included in the cost
of the make-up parts.
4. 8 Summary
The costs described in this chapter have been taken as constants over the
entire 15-year program being studied here. In actual practice, these costs are
variables as a function of time as a result of new union contracts, the cost of money,
modifications, repair and updating of all tools and equipment, and changes in the
original gyro design.
Chapter 5
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
5. 1 Introduction
In the previous chapters the model of an inertial gyro production and repair
plant has been devised,and the basic data has been collected. In this chapter the
results of exercising the model by changing parameters and combinations of para-
meters are presented and analyzed.
5. 2 Gyro Acquisition Costs
Before exercising the entire model of the system, establishment of basic
costs is needed, against which the costs of other system configurations can be
compared. In particular, a common set of basic costs are those associated with
the acquisition costs of a given number of new gyros. In the computer program
this can be accomplished by setting the capacity of the IMU test area to zero
(CAPAC = 0) and the IMU assembly labor cost to zero (IMUASSC = 0) so that the
gyros that are produced remain in the IMU waiting stack. (See Chapter 2 for block
diagrams of the system. ) In determining the acquisition cost, the gyro acceptance
test yield was set at 0. 7. Of the rejects, 30% are assumed to be category 1
(FCTR1 = 0. 3), 60% are assumed to be category 2 (FECTR2 = 0. 6), and 10% are
assumed to be category 3 (FECTR3 = 0. 1). Since there are no failures from the field,
equipment constraint is not a factor at a gyro yield of 0. 7. The results show that
the total acquisition cost is approximately $69. 7 million, of which 12%6 is the cost
of the tools and equipment, 44%6 is the cost of the parts and materials, and 44% is
the cost of the labor. Since 3300 gyros were built, the cost of each gyro is about
$21, 000.
5. 3 System Costs when All Failures are Eliminated
The minimum possible life-cycle cost for the system under consideration
would result if the gyro and IMU acceptance test yields are unity (YIELD =
IMUYLD = 1. 0) and no failures occur in the field (T1 = T2 = T3 = 0). The result-
ing hardware build-up is shown in Fig. 5. 1. The time lag between the gyros-to-
assembly (minus the parts lost in assembly) and the IMU's in the field is the 75-day
pipeline delay, or transportation lag, in the plant. Since the gyro input between
(8)Also called "dead time"' in control systems.
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Figure 5. 1
540 days and 1440 days is nearly three gyros per day, or one IMU per day, the
pipeline contains 75 IMU's (225 gyros). The build-up of IMU's in the field is lead-
ing the desired IMU's in the field since there are no failures.
The life-cycle cost (LCC) is approximately $64. 8 million, of which 137o is
the cost of the tools and equipment, 451o is the cost of the parts and materials, and
421o is the cost of the labor. The management decision in this case is to build all
the originally planned gyros (since they had no foreknowledge of the zero failures in
the future) so that the field inventory becomes 1100 IMU's. There is a contractual
clause built into the program that IMU over production (above 1050 IMU's) does not
result in additional IMU days-in-the-field credit. The total number of IMU days-in-
the-field is 4. 71 x 106, and the cost per day per IMU (3 gyros) in the field is $13. 74.
The cost for 3000 gyros in the field (in 1000 IMU's) over about a 10-year period is
about $21, 600 per gyro.
5. 4 Effects of Varying Gyro Acceptance Test Yield
The first set of results reported in this section were obtained with all con-
stant, as noted in Chapters 3 and 4, and called the reference run. It should be noted
that 0. 7 yield for the gyro acceptance test reveals that 30 of each 100 gyros are
rejected, while 0. 9 yield for the IMU acceptance test yield reveals that one in each
ten IMU's, or one in each 30 gyros, is rejected (three gyros per IMU). The frac-
tions of gyros not accepted at the gyro acceptance test are set at 0. 3, 0. 6, and 0. 1
for categories 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Such a distribution of failures at this
(1)
stage of the production cycle is justified on historical grounds that the largest
fraction of rejects is due to float-to-housing problems (category 2), probably mainly
flotation fluid contamination. The smallest fraction is due to spin-axis bearing
problems (category 3) with the category 2 rejections lying between the other two.
The fractions of gyros rejected at the IMU acceptance test are set at 0. 25, 0. 5, and
0. 25 for categories 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Again, the fraction of category 2
failure is set at a greater value than the other two categories, since float-to-case
problems in the single-degree-of-freedom instrument are probably the most difficult
testing problem.
The uniform probability density function was chosen to describe the IMU
failure rates in the field for reasons of simplicity. Other probability distribution
functions can be used if desired. 4 The IMU failures in the field are described by
constant failure rates per year. For the reference run, the failure rates are
0. 1/yr, 0. 2/yr, and 0. 2/yr for categories 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The total
failure rate is 0. 5/yr indicating that one-half of the IMU's in the field fail each year.
Of the gyros returned from the field in the failed IMU's, one-third are failed gyros
* See line 462 in the computer program shown in Appendix B.
and two-thirds are "good" gyros. Additional discussion of failure rates is given in
Section 5. 8. All other constants in the system are as given in Chapters 3 and 4.
A complete copy of the results of the computations for the reference run is
given in the figures at the end of this chapter (since references to these data are
made in other sections of the chapter). Figures 5. 9 through 5. 12 are copies of the
printed computer output, and Figs. 5. 13 through 5. 18 are copies of the graphic
computer output. The computer outputs for other runs could not be included here
due to lack of space.
The operation of the plant is completely described in dollars and in hardware
flow by the information given in the figures. The life-cycle cost at any time (in days)
in the program is given by COST. Several of the code names are nearly self-
defining (but once they have been defined, they are easily remembered), such as
DAYINF = IMU days in field, CPERDY = cost per day, FIELD = number of IMU's
in the field, GYROW = gyros waiting for gyro acceptance test, IMUWAIT = flow
rate of IMU's to the wait stack (waiting for IMU acceptance test), TFFWAIT = IMU's
waiting for repair, SUBTX = subtotal costs, VFECAT1 = IMU verified field failures,
etc.
The costs (in dollars) of each operation as a function of time are given in
both the printed computer output (Figs. 5. 9 - 5. 12) and the graphic computer output
(Figs. 5. 13 and 5. 14). In Figs. 5. 13 and 5. 14, the life-cycle cost (COST) is plotted
as a function of time as well as all the subtotal costs. The initial value of the life-
cycle cost is the cost of the equipment for the plant. The final value of each
subcost (cost of each operation) is given in the following tabulation:
6
Code Name Description $ x 106_0
SUBT1 cost of parts purchased and parts lost in
new sets assembly 28. 9 18.3
SUBT2 IMU field-failure identification test
labor cost 2.4 1.5
SUBT3 gyro disassembly labor cost 6. 6 4. 2
GRLAB gyro reassembly labor cost 24. 5 15. 6
GRMAT gyro reassembly material cost 15. 0 9. 5
SUBT5 gyro plant failure identification test
labor cost 0.5 0.3
SUBT6 gyro acceptance test labor cost 28. 8 18. 3
SUBT7 gyro field-failure identification test
labor cost 4.5 2.9
SUBT8 IMU acceptance test labor cost 15. 8 10. 0
.... tabulation continued on next page ...
* All the code names are defined in Appendix A.
..... tabulation continued ...
Code Name
SUBT9
SUBT10
SUBT11
SUBT12
OTHER
COST
Description
IMU assembly labor cost
IMU disassembly labor cost -
plant failures
IMU disassembly labor cost -
field failures
gyro assembly labor cost - new sets
tools and equipment
life-cycle cost (LCC)
$ x 106
2. 4
0. 2
1. 5
0. 1
0. 8
11. 5
5.4
$157. 5 100. 0
A summary of the above costs can be presented as follows:
parts and material
tools and equipment
labor
Total
$ x 106
43. 9
8. 5
105.1
$157. 5
27. 9
5. 4
66. 7
100. 0
Note that two-thirds of the LCC of the program is composed of labor costs. Further
analysis of the labor cost reveals that 53%0 is gyro labor cost and 1376 is IMU labor
cost (gyro portion of the total IMU labor cost). Labor costs are also treated in the
next section. The cost for 3000 gyros in the field for about 10 years is nearly
$52, 500.
The effects of a changing gyro acceptance-test yield on (a) the life-cycle cost
and cost per day are shown in Fig. 5. 2, and (b) the gyro labor, parts, and materials,
and IMU labor subcosts are shown in Fig. 5. 3. The labor cost vs yield has the largest
derivative and the largest second derivative with increasing yield.
The dynamic behavior of the system for the reference run, where the gyro
acceptance-test yield is set at 0. 7, can be described as follows. After an initial
transient, the IMU inventory in the field (see FIELD in Fig. 5. 15) reaches 900 IMU's
at 1440 days. At this time, the number of gyros waiting for acceptance test (GYROW)
has reached 111 since the production of new sets plus the reassembled gyros have
saturated the test equipment for gyro acceptance test. The production rate of new
sets is reduced between 1440 and 1620 days, so the the GYROW is reduced to nearly
zero. However, by this time the actual IMU inventory in the field (FIELD) is larger
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Figure 5. 2 Life-cycle cost and cost per day per IMU in the field
vs gyro acceptance-test yield.
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Figure 5. 3 Gyro labor, parts and materials, and IMU labor subcosts
vs gyro acceptance-test yield.
than the desired IMU inventory in the field (DINFLD) and the nonlinear control at
the failed IMU waiting stack switches all the incoming failed IMU's into the waiting
stack. The result is that the FIELD actually decreases so that at 1800 days there
are fewer IMU's in the field (about ten) than there were at 1620 days (see ERROR
in Fig. 5. 16). Because of the particular choice of the nonlinear control at the
waiting stack (see Section 3. 12), the actual inventory in the field reaches the desired
inventory in the field in an exponential-like manner. Thus, the management of the
plant does not actually meet one of their objectives, which was to maintain an inven-
tory of 1000 IMU's in the field beginning five years after the start of production.
The dynamic behavior of the system is quite sensitive to changes in the gyro
acceptance test yield. When the YIELD decreases from 0. 7 to 0. 6, GYROW increases
to a maximum of over 750 gyros at 1440 days, after which it slowly returns to zero.
This is explained by the gyro acceptance test equipment constraint limit. These are
intolerable situations for production, especially the latter case where 447o of the
final production total is waiting for test. Management did not foresee the lower
yields.
5. 5 The Impact of Automation on Gyro Assembly
In the previous section it was noted that two-thirds of the LCC of the program
is composed of labor costs. Gyro assembly and reassembly labor costs account for
27o of the LCC. An estimate is made that two million dollars invested in the
development of automatic machinery for assembling gyros will more than return
its investment. It is proposed that the use of this automation will improve the gyro
acceptance test yield from 0. 7 to 0. 8 by changing the failure distribution. At
YIELD = 0. 7, failures in categories 1, 2, and 3 of 0. 3, 0. 6, and 0. 1, respectively,
mean that of every 100 gyros there are nine category 1 failures, 18 category 2
failures, and three category 3 failures. At YIELD = 0. 8, of every 100 gyros it is
estimated there are only eight category 2 failures and no change in categories 1 and
3. This is the result of the automation in reducing the contamination added to the
gyro during assembly, filling with flotation fluid, etc.
The results are that the LCC is reduced from $157 million to $149 million,
or an $8 million savings - - the savings are greater than the investment.
5. 6 Effects of Varying IMU Acceptance Test Yield
If the gyro acceptance test program were perfect, only gyros which did not
meet the specified performance levels would be rejected and only those which did
meet the specified performance levels would be accepted. In actual practice, the
gyro acceptance tests fall short of this perfection, and some "bad" gyros pass
acceptance tests and are rejected in the IMU acceptance tests. It might be argued
that gyro deterioration between gyro acceptance test and IMU acceptance test could
occur, but since the time interval is so short compared to the expected life of the
gyro, such an occurrence is rare. Thus, it is important to investigate the effects
of changes in IMU acceptance test yield. This is simply accomplished in the com-
puter program by changing the value of the IMU acceptance test yield (IMUYLD) to
the desired values.
The LCC and the cost per day per IMU in the field is presented in Fig. 5. 4,
and the major subcosts in Fig. 5. 5 as a function of the IMU acceptance test yield.
IMU acceptance test yields of 0. 5, 0. 7, and 0. 9 indicate that 17%, 10%6, and 3. 3% of
the gyros accepted at the gyro acceptance test level were, in fact, rejects. Invest-
ments must be made in improving the gyro acceptance tests if a low IMU acceptance
test yield is to be improved. As can be seen from Fig. 5. 4, over the range
studied a 10% change in IMU acceptance test yield is worth about $16 million, or an
average change of about 10% in the life-cycle costs.
5. 7 Effects of Changes in Gyro Acceptance Test Effort
One of the many advantages of the model development in this thesis is that
trade-offs between gyro operations and IMU operations can be explored and the
changes in LCC analyzed. The specific example explored in this section is related
to a comment made earlier, that some gyro testing and calibration is required at
the IMU level because of gyro environmental differences between gyro and IMU
acceptance testing. This suggests the reduction of the gyro acceptance test effort
and an increase in the IMU acceptance test effort. The example chosen here is to
reduce the gyro acceptance test to one-half of its former level by (a) reducing the
gyro acceptance test time (TGYAT) from 25 days to 12 days, the gyro acceptance
test labor cost (GACTC) from $2000 to $1000, the gyros per day capacity of each
test unit (CAPYLD) from 0. 2 to 0. 4, and (b) increasing the gyro yield (YIELD) from
0. 70 to 0. 75, the elapsed time for IMU acceptance test (TTIMU) from 12 days to 18
days, the IMU acceptance test cost (STCOST) from $2000 to $3000, and the capacity
of the IMU test area (CAPAC) from 10 to 18.
However, the IMU acceptance test yield drops to 0. 25. This is explained as
follows. When the YIELD = 0. 7 and the IMUYLD = 0. 9, 30 gyros of each 100 gyros
were rejected at the gyro test level and 3. 3 gyros of each 100 gyro were rejected at
the IMU level. When the YIELD = 0. 75, only 25 out of each 100 gyros are rejected
at the gyro test level, and an additional five reject gyros are allowed to reach the
IMU test level. When 8. 3 gyros of each 100 gyros, or one in twelve, are rejected at
the IMU level, the IMUYLD drops to one-fourth, since there are three gyros in each
IMU. The results of this change are compared with the standard run reported in
Section 5. 4.
It is assumed that no specification incompatibilities exist between the gyro and
the IMU acceptance tests.
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The LCC and the cost per day per IMU in the field rises from $157 million
and $35. 79 to $308 million and $85. 98, respectively. This result demonstrates,
rather severely, the importance of testing components and subassemblies at the
lowest possible level. Whenever a failed component is allowed to proceed along the
production line into another assembly, the IMU for example, it gathers costs as it
proceeds. When it is finally revealed as a failed component, all the costs for
assembly testing and disassembly of the IMU are lost since all these operations
must be repeated.
5. 8 Costs as a Function of Failure Rates in the Field
Previous sections in this chapter have explored the effects on the life-cycle
costs as a function of gyro and IMU yields and other parameters. This section is
devoted to an investigation of life-cycle costs as a function of IMU failure rates in
the field (assuming, as before, that the IMU failures are due to a single gyro failure
in each IMU failure). (14)
The system build-up as a function of time is presented in Fig. 5. 6. The
initial gyro assembly (divided by three to obtain equivalent IMU's) and the IMU's in
the field for IMU failure rates of both 0. 05/yr and 0. 5/yr are shown. With an
average IMU failure rate of 0. 05/yr, the number of IMU's in the field at any given
time exceeds the desired inventory in the field until the value of 1000 IMU's is
reached. The number of failed IMU's in the failed IMU waiting stack slowly in-
creases with time to about 100 IMU's after the new gyro production is completed
and the plant becomes nearly empty. As the IMU failure rate increases to 0.5/yr
the actual IMU inventory in the field at any given time indicates a lengthening
transportation time compared to the gyros assembled. At 1600 days, the transpor-
tation time is nearly 300 days, and there exists a growing stack of failed IMU's
waiting for repair (see Section 5. 4).
The LCC and the cost per day per IMU are presented in Fig. 5. 7 as a
function of the IMU failure rate per year. * At the high failure rates, the costs
decrease drastically as the failure rate decreases. The LCC at a failure rate of
1/yr is $225 million, while the LCC at a failure rate of 0. 5/yr is $157 million, a
decrease of almost $70 million or over 30% of the LCC. For those cases where the
failure rate is greater than 1/yr, a halving of the failure rate would result in an
even more drastic decrease in the LCC.
For the case where the IMU failure rate (uniform probability density
function) is 100% per year, the gyro failure rate is 33%/ yr (assuming one failed
gyro per failed IMU). The average gyro operates in the field for two years, or
(4)
Constant failure rates have been assumed for the IMU inventory in the field.
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about 17, 000 hours. As recently as a year ago, 44) gyro reliability for an aircraft
inertial navigator was estimated at 15, 000 gyro operating hours between "unschedul-
ed removals".
Another example can be cited 1 1 ) concerning a relatively small sample of
gyros built by the Instrumentation Laboratory for a back-up system. These gyros
were built in 1962 and were still in service in September 1969 with no noticeable
change in performance, having accumulated over 30, 000 operating hours and over
35, 000 nonoperating hours.
The problem is that failure models have not been devised which will permit
analytical reliability prediction. Extensive data accumulation and effective data
evaluation are required. Thus, reliability is not a direct measurement but an
estimated figure reported with a calculated confidence factor. (4) It is important
that reliability be placed on an analytical basis for, as greater and greater reliability
is required, the risk of making an engineering design change to improve perfor-
mance or any other parameter increases rapidly.
The major subcosts are given in Fig. 5. 8 as a function of IMU failure rate.
The largest reductions in costs occur at the high failure rates where many rebuilds
occur over the life cycle of the program.
5. 9 Summary
The usual approach in the past to defining the "cost of a gyro" has been to
quote the acquisition cost at the point where the gyro is delivered for IMU installa-
tion. For the plant considered here, the acquisition cost is $21, 000 per gyro based
on the data given in Chapter 4 (with gyro acceptance-test yield = 0. 7). When the
costs of gyro installation into the IMU, acceptance testing in the IMU (with yield =
0. 9), disassembly of the IMU if a gyro failure occurs, and gyro failure identification
tests are included, the gyro cost is increased to about $23, 000 per gyro. On a
life-cycle cost basis, the cost to the program when the yields are unity, the failures
are zero, and only 3000 gyros are assembled, is $21, 600 per gyro.
For the reference run, the life-cycle cost is about $52, 500 per gyro where
67o of the LCC is labor cost and 277 of the LCC is gyro assembly and reassembly
labor cost. These percentages should receive a significant amount of attention
from management. An illustration of the possible impact of gyro assembly automa-
tion to improve the gyro acceptance-test yield was explored in Section 5. 5 with a
resulting indication that the savings would be greater than the investment.
The effects of variations in gyro acceptance-test yield and IMU acceptance-
test yield result in changes in LCC which are almost linear with changes in yield
(Sections 5. 4 and 5. 6). The partial derivatives are nearly $0. 10 x 10 per percent
for the gyro acceptance-test yield and $0. 16 x 106 per percent for the IMU acceptance-
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test yield over the ranges of yield from 0. 5 to 1. 0. It is important to note that an
improvement in gyro acceptance test yield (due to better gyro design and assembly
practices) has a "snowballing" effect on the program costs since both gyro costs
and IMU costs are reduced (based on the assumption of one failed gyro per failed
IMU). Although not included in this study, each time a gyro fails the IMU test the
entire cost of the IMU acceptance test and other IMU operations should be charged
to the gyro since these operations must then be essentially repeated. These ideas
are explored in Section 5. 7 where the gyro acceptance-test effort was contracted and
the IMU test effort was expanded. The life-cycle costs rose rather sharply, illus-
trating the importance of testing at the lowest possible level.
In Section 5. 8, the effects of gyro failure rates on the life-cycle costs are
studied. It is shown that the life-cycle costs are extremely sensitive to changes in
failure rates at the high failure rates. For example, the LCC is reduced 30o when
the failure rate is reduced from 1007 per year to 50o per year.
The costs of the system and the dynamics are a function of the pipeline delay
in the plant which varies from 75 days for new sets to 110 days for a category 3
failure from the field, the gyro acceptance-test equipment constraint which can
result in significant numbers of IMU's waiting for repair early in the program, the
gyro acceptance-test yield, the IMU acceptance-test yield, the gyro failure rates in
the field, and other factors such as the IMU test equipment constraint, the gains
and filtering times in management decisions, etc., which were not included in this
thesis.
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TIME COST DAYINF CPEROY FIFLO GYPOW IMIJWAIT TFFWAIT PATI0
NEWSETS ACNFW DINAS TCORREC CORRFC GYROAS AVAGF
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2700. 1C5.11 1704.3 61.676 9q6,99 2.21 1.5491 6.826 1.0062
.CCC 3617.9 .0000 0. 0. .022 638.95
28.941 18.088 6.634 11.007 938.7 2967.6 17.641
250.54 16.8P3 1750.6 7.470 1126.5 74.48 467.4
.27866 .55731 .55731 2.2134 2.2134 105.11 2.21
2AA0. 1CR.61 1833.8 57.658 948.?3 2.21 1.5466 5.640 1.0035
.CCC0 3617.9 .0C00 0. 0. .022 656.13
28.941 18.08A 7.101 11.011 103P.9 3212.8 19.102
269.34 17.678 1935.1 R.0?7 1210.0 80.05 517.5
*27828 .55656 .55656 2.2096 2.2096 108.61 2.21
3060. 112.11 2063.4 54.333 998.98 2.21 1.5451 4.960 1.0020
.00C00 3617.9 .0000 0. 0. .022 S6. q?
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.OC(7 3617.9 .0000 0. 0. .0?2 684.-3
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TIME COST DAYINF
NEWSETS ACNEW
SUBT I
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Chapter 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter contains a summary of this thesis effort, the conclusions from
this effort, and recommendations for future effort.
6. 1 Summary of Thesis Effort
This thesis is an investigation of the engineering and economic aspects of
inertial gyros. A gyro production system was hypothesized in which gyros were
assembled, tested, installed in the inertial measurement unit, sent to the field,
returned from the field after failure, removed from the IMU, failure-identification
tested, disassembled, reassembled, etc. A mathematical model of the system was
derived which included elapsed time, material costs, labor costs, equipment costs,
and yield (whenever applicable) for each operation in the hypothetical system. The
model simulates the time-sequential behavior of the stable, dynamic, nonlinear sys-
tem exhibiting both transient and steady-state behavior to the applied inputs and dis-
turbances. The model of the system was developed in a digital computer program
format that is easily learned, understood and applied. Data for the operation of the
system were obtained informally from various industry and government sources, as
well as the author's own personal experience. Many changes were introduced into
the model with the objective of locating and describing the relationship between
various system parameters and the gyro life-cycle costs. It is hoped that the identi-
fication of the most cost-sensitive parameters and their cost impact will assist in
decisions in R & D contract allotments.
The most important contributions of this thesis are believed to be the
following:
(a) A stable, dynamic, nonlinear mathematical model describing a
gyro production system has been derived.
(b) Use of a simple digital computer language suitable for modeling a
wide variety of systems and especially recommended for life-cycle
costing studies has been demonstrated.
(c) The IMU costs attributable to the gyro have been included in the
gyro life-cycle cost (LCC).
(d) A unique set of cost data and other data required to obtain meaning-
ful results from the study have been obtained and used.
(e) Additional insights into the effects of variations in program subcosts,
gyro acceptance-test yields, IMU acceptance-test yields, gyro
failure rates in the field, specific gyro failure rates at gyro
acceptance test, etc., have been obtained.
(f) The basic model is applicable to LCC studies of the inertial-grade
accelerometer and other complex engineering devices which cannot
be repaired in the field. This model can be effectively expanded to
accommodate a large number of additions and variations.
6. 2 Conclusions
Until recent years, very few physical devices, if any, were returned to the
factory (or a depot) for repairs. Those devices which are returned for repair are
too complex to be serviced in the field. Such is the case for the inertial gyro. The
concepts and approaches used here have shown themselves to be especially applicable
to the engineering and economic aspects of inertial gyro assembly, testing, repair,
reassembly, etc. This thesis has directed attention to a different model for gyro
LCC which includes IMU costs attributable to the gyro; has substantiated some
theories about gyro life-cycle costs; and has established a basic method and model
for further research.
The specific conclusions obtained from analysis of the results are the
following:
(1) The life-cycle cost is extremely sensitive to the IMU failure rates.
The LCC decreases 30% ($70 x 106) for the reference run when the
IMU failure rate decreases from 1007/ yr to 5070/ yr. Estimating
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that the R & D contract for a new gyro would require $15 x 10 over
a period of three years, significant savings could accrue by increas-
ing the R & D budget purchase reliability as well as size, weight
and performance. The system is also sensitive to increases in
failure rates during the initial production and during later times if
the failure rate exceeds the maximum production rate.
(2) The partial derivative of the LCC as a function of the gyro
acceptance-test yield is nearly a constant (negative constant) over
the range studied (-0. 3% per 1%) for the reference run.
(3) The partial derivative of the LCC as a function of the IMU
acceptance-test yield is nearly a constant (negative constant) over
the range studies (-1% per 1%) for the reference run.
(4) The labor cost is two-thirds of the LCC for the reference run.
(5) The total gyro assembly labor cost is 27% of the life-cycle cost for
the reference run. The use of automation in gyro assembly could
pay for itself many times over in a large program.
(6) The gyro test equipment is about 5% of the LCC for the reference
run and yet is a major factor in the program because it applies a
constraint to the production, and because improper test equipment
(and test methods) will pass "bad" gyros, thus increasing the LCC.
(7) Testing must be accomplished at the lowest possible level of
assembly.
6. 3 Recommendations for Future Effort
There are several areas in which future effort should be applied. Many of
these efforts will result in savings greater than the investment.
(1) The R & D budget in a program should be increased to buy reliability
and maintainability as well as size, weight and performance.
(2) Gyro acceptance test specifications should be stringent. Gyro
failures at gyro acceptance test are less costly than gyro failures
at IMU acceptance test or in the field.
(3) Gyro acceptance-test methodology should be improved to reduce the
number of "bad" gyros which pass the gyro acceptance tests.
(4) The gyro assembly process should be automated in whole or in part.
(5) The model (simulation) developed in this thesis should be exploited
to analyze additional specific alternatives in the management of a
program.
(6) The application of the model developed in this thesis might use-
fully be studied by managers to obtain a clearer picture of their
own production problems and production costs. Such clarification
will reduce the LCC.
Recommendations for further studies beyond this thesis are the
following:
(1) Expand the model to include additional contractual provisions which
affect the hardware system such as incentives for early delivery,
penalties for late delivery, etc.
At this point, a quotation from Mason Haire, Professor of Management at
the MIT Sloan School of Management, comes to mind, " Too many companies
still reward executives for short-term profits. Very often a manager will
not spend money on the future, and with luck he will be promoted out of his
job before the future arrives. Some other guy has to live with his conse-
quences. "(22) Technology is not always the problem. We must interface
with a real world full of people living on a day-to-day basis.
(2) Expand the model to include additional real constraints and costs
due to personnel hiring, training, layoff, interruptions in the work
schedule, test equipment breakdown, inventory cost, etc.
(3) Expand the section on gyro field failure to maintain a record of
gyros which are returned to the plant for category 1 failure and for
category 2 failure (assuming that a category 3 failure is repaired
and returned to the field as a new gyro).
(4) Expand the failure sector of the model so that at least two failure
distributions for each failure category can be included in the model
at the same time. For example, especially in military programs
a significant number of gyros are returned from the field for repair
as a result of the steep slope of the learning curve at the beginning
of a program. This is especially evident for the gas-bearing gyro
where over-slewing results in characteristic spin-axis bearing
damage.
(5) This study was specifically restricted to the consideration of IMU's
which were sealed and unsealed only at the plant. The study could
be applied to other inertial navigation and guidance systems where
the gyro can be replaced in the field.
(6) There seems to be a revival of interest in the applications of
control theory in the analysis of dynamic models outside of
engineering. (9)(27)(43) Little, if anything, has been done in the
application of optimal control theory. (3)(7) The feasibility of
applying these new techniques to the economic and industrial
dynamics problems should be investigated.
APPENDIX A
PROGRAM CODES, LINE NUMBERS, AND DEFINITIONS
APPENDIX A
Program Codes, Line Numbers, and Definitions
Line Eqn!
Code No. Tye Definition
* 
- multiplication
A A auxiliary equation- -a component equation of a rate
equation
ACNEW 37 L accumulated new sets of gyro parts started
ACNEW 38 N initial value
AERROR 22 L average error in the inventory in the field equal to
the previous error +(delta time) (1/smoothing time)
(error rate minus the average error)
AERROR 23 N initial value
AMLOST 367 C average cost of material lost during assembly per
gyro
ASSGYB 52 R rate of assembled gyros-bad
ASSGYG 50 R rate of assembled gyros-good
AVAGE 279 A average age of IMUs in the field in days
AVAGET 276 L total accumulated age of IMUs in the field in days
AVAGET 277 N initial value of total accumulated age of the IMUs
in the field in days
C C constant
CAPAC 217 C capacity of IMU test area in IMUs
CAPYLD 80 C gyros per day capacity per gyro test unit
CATlREP 324 R IMU failure rate from waiting stack-category 1
CAT2REP 325 P IMU failure rate from waiting stack-category 2
CAT3REP 326 R IMU failure rate from waiting stack-category 3
CIMUDIS 420 C IMU disassembly cost
COMPCT 366 C component parts cost per gyro-new sets
COST 453 L total accumulated cost of program in dollars
COST 454 N initial value
CPERDY 469 A cost per day in field per IMU
tA =auxiliary, C =constant, L =level, N =initial value R -rate (Ref. 17)
CORREC
DAYINF
DAYINF
DCAT 1
DCAT2
DCAT3
DELAY3
DFIELD
Line
No.
28
460
461
380
381
382
20
DFFCAT1 347
DFFCAT2 348
DFFCAT3 349
DINAS
DINFLD
DSTART
DT
ERROR
FCTR1
FCTR2
FCTR3
FECAT1
FECAT2
FECAT3
FFCAT1
FFCAT2
FFCAT3
FIELD
FIELD
FSTACK
GACATI
11
17
12
479
21
111
138
167
302
303
304
353
354
355
270
271
310
117
Eqn.
Type Definition
A correction which equals the average error times the
gain times three
L days in field in IMU's (3 gyros per IMU)
N initial value of days in field in IMU's
C disassembly labor cost per gyro-category 1
C disassembly labor cost per gyro-category 2
C disassembly labor cost per gyro-category 3
- third order delay
C table of desired inventory in field in IMU's as a
function of time
R gyro field-failure rate from IMU disassembly-
category 1
R gyro field-failure rate from IMU disassembly-
category 2
R gyro field-failure rate from IMU disassembly-
category 3
A desired initiation of assembly
A desired inventory in the field in IMU's
C desired starts of new gyro sets (tabulation)
C delta time =solution time interval =1 day
(a) should be less than the length of the shortest
first order delay and should be less than one-
half of the delay
(b) should be less than one-sixth the length of the
shortest third-order delay
R error in inventory in field in IMU's equals desired
inventory in field minus actual inventory in field
C fraction not accepted from original test-category 1
C fraction not accepted from original test-category 2
C fraction not accepted from original test-category 3
R field failures per day in gyros (one gyro per IMU)-
category 1
R field failures per day in gyros (one gyro per IMU)-
category 2
R field failures per day in gyros (one gryo per IMU)-
category 3
R rate of gyro field failures verified-category 1
R rate of gyro field failures verified-category 2
R rate of gyro field failures verified-category 3
L actual inventory of IMU's in the field
N initial value of IMU's in the field
C table for stacking field failures
L gyros in reassembly-category 1
Code
GACAT2
GACAT3
GACAT1
GACAT2
GACAT3
GACTC
GAIN
GARCAT1
GARCAT2
GARCAT3
GDCAT1
GDCAT2
GDCAT3
GDCAT1
GDCAT2
GDCAT3
GDRCAT1
GDRC AT2
GDRCAT3
GFVCAT1
GFVCAT2
GFVCAT3
GINIMU
GOODFF
GOODSF
GRLAB
GRLAB
GRMAT
GRMAT
GYACC
GYNACC
GYROAS
GYROAS
GYROAT
GYROAT
GYROTT
GYROW
GYROW
Line
No.
146
173
118
147
174
414
29
120
150
176
108
135
165
109
136
166
114
141
169
406
407
408
197
356
250
395
396
388
389
83
86
45
46
75
76
79
62
63
Eqn.
Tpe
L
L
N
N
N
C
C
R
R
R
L
L
L
N
N
N
R
R
R
C
C
C
R
R
R
L
N
L
N
R
R
L
N
L
N
R
L
N
Definition
gyros in reassembly-category 2
gyros in reassembly-category 3
initial value of gyros in reassembly-categroy 1
initial value of gyros in reassembly-category 2
initial value of gyros in reassembly-category 3
gyro acceptance test labor cost per gyro
gain in the feedback loop
rate of gyros reassembled-category 1
rate of gyros reassembled-category 2
rate of gyros reassembled-category 3
gyros in disassembly-category 1
gyros in disassembly-category 2
gyros in disassembly-category 3
initial value of gyros in disassembly-category 1
initial value of gyros in disassembly-category 2
initial value of gyros in disassembly-category 3
rate of gyros disassembled-category 1
rate of gyros disassembled-category 2
rate of gyros disassembled-category 3
gyro failure-identification test labor cost-category 1
gyro failure-identification test labor cost-category 2
gyro failure-identification test labor cost-category 3
rate of gyros into IMU
rate of good gyros from IMU field failures
rate of good gyros from IMU plant failures
total gyro reassembly labor cost
initial value
gyro reassembly material costs
initial value
rate of gyros accepted
rate of gyros not accepted
gyros in assembly
initial value of gyros in assembly
gyros acceptance tested
initial value of gyros in test area
rate of gyros to test
gyros waiting for test
initial value of gyros waiting for test
Code
IMUACC
IMUASS
IMUASS
IMUASSC
IMUDIS
IMUDIS
IMUDISR
IMUNACC
IMUTTA
IMUTTA
IMUTTEST
IMUWAIT
IMUWT
IMUWT
IMUYLD
INCAT1
INCAT2
INCAT3
INFLOW
L
LENGTH
LSSRT
MAXFLD
N
NASLCST
NEWSETS
OTHER
P1
P2
P3
PFECAT1
PFECAT2
PFECAT3
PLTPER
PRTPER
R
RATIO
Line
No.
220
194
195
447
235
236
238
222
210
211
216
204
202
203
224
103
129
160
61
478
53
463
373
35
458
450
451
452
292
295
298
481
480
309
E
TI
qn.
ype Definition
R accepted IMU rate
L gyros in IMU assembly
N initial value of gyros in IMU assembly
C IMU assembly labor cost
L IMU's in disassembly
N initial value of IMU's in disassembly
R IMU disassembly rate
R not accepted IMU rate
L IMU's in test area
N initial value of IMU's in test area
R rate of IMU's to test area
R rate of IMU's to wait stack for acceptance test
L IMU's waiting for test
N initial value of IMU's waiting for test
C IMU test yield ratio-good IMU's
R gyro input rate to disassembly-category 1
R gyro input rate to disassembly-category 2
R gyro input rate to disassembly-category 3
R gyro flow into GYROW
L level equation:
levels are the varying contents of the reservoirs
C length of program in days-5400 days (15 years)
C parts loss rate
C maximum desired IMU's in field
N initial value of a level equation
C assembly labor cost per gyro using new set of parts
R rate of actual new sets of parts for gyros
C other tools and equipment cost
R partial cost rate # 1
R partial cost rate # 2
R partial cost rate # 3
A probability of field failures (per year)-category 1
A probability of field failures (per year)-category 2
A probability of field failures (per year)-category 3
C plot period
C print period
R rate equations define the rates of flow between the
levels
A ratio of failures-to-stack vs failures-to- repair
Code
RCAT1
RCAT2
RCAT3
RCDIS
RCRAS
RFIELD
RGRLAB
RGRMAT
RMCAT1
RMCAT2
RMCAT3
RSUBT1
RSUBT2
RSUBT3
RSUBT5
RSUBT6
RSUBT7
RSUBT8
RSUBT9
RSUBT1O
RSUBT11
RSUBT12
S
SDGCAT1
SDGCAT2
SDGCAT3
SFCTR1
Line
No.
397
398
399
186
187
462
394
387
390
391
392
363
423
377
403
411
433
438
444
417
429
370
290
247
248
249
260
SFCTR2 261
SFCTR3 262
SGOK
STCOST
STKCAT1
STKCAT1
STKCAT2
STKCAT2
STKCA T 3
STKCAT3
258
441
314
315
316
317
318
319
Eqn.
Tye Definition
C gyro reassembly labor cost per gyro- category 1
C gyro reassembly labor cost per gyro- category 2
C gyro reassembly labor cost per gyro- category 3
A total rate of gyros disassembled
A total rate of gyros reassembled
R RFIE LD. KL=FIELD. K
R reassembly labor cost rate
R reassembly material cost rate
C gyro reassembly material cost per gyro-category 1
C gyro reassembly material cost per gyro-category 2
C gyro reassembly material cost per gyro-category 3
R component purchase and lost material cost rate
R IMU field failure verification test labor cost rate
R gyro disassembly labor cost rate
R gyro failure identification labor cost rate
R Ti gyro acceptance test labor cost rate
R gyro field failure identification labor cost rate
R IMU acceptance test labor cost rate
R IMU assembly labor cost rate
R IMU disassembly labor cost rate
R IMU field failure diassembly cost rate
R assembly labor cost rate for new sets
C switch function
R rate of gyros from IMU disassembly - category 1
R rate of gyros fmm IMU disassembly - category 2
R rate of gyros from IMU disassembly - category 3
C fraction of failed gyros from failed IMU's tests-
category 1
C fraction of failed gyros from failed IMU's tests-
category 2
C fraction of failed gyros from failed IMU's tests-
category 3
C two good gyros in each failed IMU by assumption
C IMU acceptance test labor cost
L field failures in stack-category 1
N initial value
L field failures in stack-category 2
N initial value
L field failures in stack-category 3
N initial value
Line Eqn.
Definition
L subtotal cost of component purchase and parts lost
in new-sets assembly
N initial subtotal cost
L subtotal cost of IMU field-failure identification test
labor
N initial value
L subtotal cost of gyro disassembly labor
N initial value
A subtotal cost of gyro reassembly for all three
categories (labor plus material)
L subtotal cost of gyro plant-failure identification test
Code
SUBT1
SUBT 1
SUBT2
SUBT2
SUBT3
SUBT3
SUBT4
SUBT5
SUBT5
SUBT6
SUBT6
SUBT7
SUBT7
SUBT8
SUBT8
SUBT9
SUBT9
SUBT10
SUBT10
SUBT11
SUBT 11
SUBT12
SUBT12
Ti
T2
T3
TABHL
TASC1
TASC2
TASC3
TASGYRO.
TASIMU
No.
364
365
424
425
378
379
400
404
405
412
413
434
435
439
440
445
446
418
419
430
431
371
372
293
296
299
11
121
151
177
51
198
L subtotal cost of IMU disassembly labor cost, plant-
failures from IMU acceptance test
N initial value
L subtotal cost of JMU field-failure disassembly labor
N initial value
L subtotal cost of assembly labor-new sets
N initial value
C probability of failure as a function of age in the
field
C probability of failure as a function of age in the
field
C probability of failure as a function of age in the
field
table
C time to reassemble gyros-category 1
C time to reassemble gyros-category 2
C time to reassemble gyros-category 3
C time to assemble gyros
C time to assemble gyros into IMU
Type
labor
initial value
subtotal cost
initial value
subtotal cost
labor
initial value
subtotal cost
initial value
subtotal cost
initial value
of gyro acceptance test labor
of gyro field-failure identification
of IMU acceptance test labor
of IMU assembly labor
! I
Line Eqn.
TCode
TCAP
TCCOST
TCORREC
TDCAT2
TDCAT3
TDISS
TFFWAIT
TGYAT
TIME
TIMEVAR
TIMUV
TLGDIS
TLGREAS
TOTBRK
No.
69
455
32
142
170
239
331
84
80
291
426
182
183
328
?ype Definition
C capacity of gyro acceptance-test area
C cost per unit of gyro test capacity
A actual correction
C time to disassemble gyros-category 2
C time to disassemble gyros-category 3
C time to disassemble IMU's
A total IMU's waiting for repair
C time for gyro acceptance test
- time is in days
A time variation for IMU's in the field (in years)
C cost per IMU field failure verification test
A total gyros disassembled level
A total gyros reassembled level
R total failure rate of IMU's in the field (one gyro per
IMU)
C exponential smoothing time constant for error in the
field inventory in days
C time to test IMU's
C time to verify category 1 gyros from disassembly
C time to verify category 2 gyros from disassembly
C time to verify category 3 gyros from disassembly
C time to do IMU failure-verification test
C time to verify good gyro from IMU failure
R rate of IMU verified field failures-category 1
R rate of IMU verified field failures-category 2
R rate of IMU verified field failures-category 3
C fraction of gyros accepted at acceptance test
TSMTH
TTIMU
TVCAT1
TVCAT2
TVCAT3
TVER
TVGOOD
VFECAT1
VFECAT2
VFECAT3
YIELD
221
253
254
255
338
256
335
336
337
-~ -I-
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THE PROGRAM
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
NOTE PETIR PALMER MARCH 197C PETCO010
NOTE GYRO CCSI STUDY PETn0020
NOTE PEICCO30
NOTE PFT00040
NOTE FET0050
NOTE DESIRED INITIATICN OF ASSEFEIY PEICC60
NOTE SET EY SCPEDULE AT BEGINNING OF PROJECT PE-00070
NOTE TIME IN DAYS THRCUGHOUT THIS MODEL PEIPO08C
NOTE IMPORTANT TO KEEP UNITS STRAIGHT PET 0 090
NOTE TIME/180 IS TIME IN HALF YEARS PETO01G0
A DINAS.K=TABEL(rSTART,(TIME.K)/18C0,01,1,) PETC0110
C DSTART*=0/1/2/3.0/3.-0/3.T/3.0/T.C/2.1/C/0/C/0/0/0 TAB FOR DES STARTSPETOO120
NOTE DESIRED STARTS PER rAY SPECIFIED AT 6 MONTHS INTERVALS PET00130
NOTE PET00140
NOTE CORRECITCN FACTOR INDICATED-- EIFFERENCE BETWEEN ACTUAL FIELD INV.PEToO150
NOTE ANr SCHILULED IN FIELD INVENTORY PI6ET 60
A DINFLD.I=TABHL(D.FIELE,(TIME.K)/360,0,6,1) FETnO 170
NOTE TIME/360 IS IN YEARS--TABLE SPECIFIES NUMBER OF UNITS DESIRED PEICC180
NOTE IN FIELr INVENTORY FETCC1 90
C DPIELD*-1/6O/3QO/65C/9CC/1OCC/1COC PETOC200
P EPROR.KL=DINFLD.K-PIELD.K rISCREPENCY EETVEIR CESIRED AND ACTUAL PET0021C
L AERROB.ff=AERROR.J*(rT) (1/TSMTH) (ERROR.JK-AERROR.J) SPCCT1ING EQUATIO PET00220
N AERROSO6 PETC0230
C TSMTH=3O SMOOTHING TIME FOR ERROR PETCC240
NOTE PET00250
NOTE CORRECTION SIGNAL To rESIREr INITIATION OF NEW PpoDI1TiO'n, PE700260
NOTE REMIMEER 3 GYROS PEP IMU PET00270
A CCRRECRgAEBRCR.K*3*GAIN CCBRECTICN FACTOR PFTn0280
C GAIN=.0CO GAIN ON CORRECTION LCOP PElOC290
NOTE PETO300
NOTE IMPOSSIBLE TO MAFE CCRECTICN BEFORE 1 1/2 YEARS PETCrC310
A TCORREC.K=CLIP(CORREC.K,C,TIME.K/360,1.5) ACTUAL CCFFECTION FFC032n
NOTE STARTS AFTER FIGHTEEN MONTHS PETC0130
NOTE TOTAL STARTS-- SCHEDULED STARTS PLUS CORRECTION FACTO2 PETC(340
P NEWS!TS.KL=MAX(DINAS.K4TCORREO.K,C) STARTS ACTUAl NF PFT00350
NOTE ACCUMUIAIED TOTAD NEW SETS STARTED PETC0360
L ACNEW.K=ACWEW.J+(DT) (NEWSETS.JK) NEW SETS OF GYROS PETC0370
N ACNEW=O INITIAL VALUE ACCUFUI.ATEE NEW SIETS GYROS STAFTED PFIC03F80
NOTE PET0 0390
NOTE GYROS TN ASSEMBLY-- IN PROCESS INVENTORY PETO0400
NOTE PETn0170
NOTE INFLOW IS INANAGEMENT DECISICN--INITIAL COMPONENTS TO PETC420
NOTE ASSEMBLY. OUTFLCW IS ASSEMBLED COMPONENTS AND REJECTED PET1043
NOTE COMPONENTS--ASSEMBLED GYROS GOOD(ASSGYG) AND BAD(ASSCYT) PET1021C
L GYROAS.K=GYRCAS.J+(ET) (NEWSETS.JK-ASSGYG.JK-ASSGYB.JK) PETC005
N GYFOAS = INITIAL VALUE GYROS IN ASSEMBLY PETC0460
NOTE PET00470
NOTE ASSELE GYRSS APPEAR PETER A DELAY IN F NARICATIN PET00260
NOTE A FRACTION (LSSRI-LOSS PATE) OF INPUT IS REJECTE PET00490
P ASSGYG.KL=DFtAY3(NEWSI TS.JKTASGYFC)*(1-LSSRT) GOOD GYROS PETOOSCO
C TASGYRO=30 TIME TO ASSEMBLY GYROS FETCC51c
R ASSGYB.K=DELAY3(NEWSETS.JK,ASOYFC)*(LSSRT) PAP GYACS PET00528
C LSSRT=.08 PARTS OSS RATE PETC0530
NOTE PET00340
NOTE GYROS WAITING FOE ACCEPTANCE TEST PET00510
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NOTE THERE PAY BE BACKLCG FCE TESTING
NOTE TESTING BECUIRES LARGE INVESTMENT PER CAPACITY
NOTE TWO INPUTS TO LEVEL- NEWLY ASSEMBLED GYROS (ASSGYG) AND FETURNS
NOTE FROM GYROS REASSEMELY CATEG 1,2,3 (GARCAT1, GARCAT2,GARCAT3)
NOTE OUTFLOW IS GYPCS MOVED INTO GYRO TEST AREA
R INFLOW.KL=ASSGYG.JK+GARCAT1.JK+GARCAT2.JK+GARCAT3.JK TCTAL INFLCW
L GYROW.K=GYRCW.J+(DT) (INFLCW.JK-GYRCTT.JK) GYROS WAITING FOR TEST
N GYROW=0 INITIAL VALUE GYROS WAITING FOR TEST
NOTE
NOTE GYRO ACCEFTANCE TEST
NOTE
NOTE TCAP IS TESTING CAPACITY OF GYFC ACCEPT TEST APEA
NOTE NUMBER OF GYROS TFAT CAN FIT IN AREA AT ANY TIME
C TCAP=25 TESTING CAPACITY IN GYRC TEST AREA
NOTE NUMBER OF CAPACITY UNITS (300K) EACH GOOD FCR 6 GYROS A MONTH
NOTE
NOTE GYROS IN TEST AREA INCREASFD BY GYROS MOVED TC TEST (GYRCTT)
NOTE DFCFEASED EY GYROS TESTEE AND ACCEPTED (GYACC)
NOTE AND BY GYPOS TESTEE ANE NOT ACCFPTED (GYNACC)
L GYROAT.K=GYROAT.J*(ET) (GYROTT.JK-GYACC.JK-GYNACC.JK)
N GYROAT=O INITIAL VALUE GYROS IN TEST AREA
NOTE
NOTE WILL MOVE AS MANY AS POSSIBLE OF WAITING GYRCS TO TESTING AREA
P GYROTT.NI=MIh(TCAP*CPPYLE,GYBCW.K) GYRCS TO TESTING AREA
C CAPYLD=.2 6 GYROS/MONTH CAP PER CAPACITY UNIT-.2/DAY
NOTE
NOTE ACCEPTANCE TEST ACCEPTS OR REJECTS GYRCS
R GYACC.KI=DEIAY3(GYRCTT.JE,TGYAT)*YIELE
C TGYAT=25 TIME FOR GYRO ACC. TEST
C YTELD=.7 FFACTION GYROS ACCEPTED
R GYNACC.KL=EELAY3(GYFOTT.JK,TGYAT)*(1-YIELE) NOT ACCFP.
NCTE
NOTE
NOTE
NOTE
NOTE
NOTE
NOTE
GYRO DTSASSEMBLY SECTCR
REJECTED GYROS FALL INTO 3 CATEGORIES
NOTE IN EACH CATEGORY THERE ARF REJECTED GYRCS FRCM THE CPIGINAL
NOTE GYRC TFST , REJECTEE GYROS FFO IMU TEST, ANE 9EJECTED
NOTE GYRCS FROM FIELD FAILURES
NOTE
NOTE CATEGORY 1 OUTSIDE MAIN HOUSING
NOTE
NCTE GYROS IN EISASSEMBLY CATEGORY 1
NOTE THREE SCURCFS
NOTE GYROS NOT ACCEPTED FROM GYRC TEST ARE DIVIDED PETWFFN
R INCAT1.KL=GYNACC.JK*FCTR1+SDGCAT1.JK+FFCAT1.JK INFLCA TC DIS. CAT1
NOTE GYNACC*FCTF1 FEC? CIGINAL GYFC TEST
NOTE SEGCAT1 FROM IMU TEST FAILURES (CAT1)
NOTE FFCAT1 FFOM FIEIE FAILUFES
NOTE
L GECAT1.K=GDCAT1.J+(ET) (INCAT1.JK-GDRCAT1.JK) CAI1 DISASSEBLY
N GDCAT1=0 INITIAL VALUE
NOTE
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PETr0560
PETC0570
PET00580
PET00500
PET 060
PETC0610
PFT062C
PFET00630
PET00640
PETC065n
PET )0660
PFT n C67C
FET00680
PETC0690
PET D700
PETr 710
FETO0720
PET00730
PETn0 7 4C
FTn0750
PFT00760
PETC0770
PFT 0073
PETC0 790
PFTrn8)0
PETCOA11
PFT2082C
PEI CR32
PETA094
PET 00850
PET p860
PET 00870
PETCC880
PET00890P ETC08940
PET0n91"
PET001921'1
PETOC930
F 20 40
PETC950
PET0960
PETCC970
PFT00980
PE FT ") 970 ),PETO 0990
PET0 10V0
PFT10 10
PETC 102C
PETC 1030
PETC1040
PETC'1050
PFT0 1060
PETC1070
PETC 1080
PET0 1092
PET01100
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C FCTR1=.3 FRACTICN NOT ACCEPTEE FECM CBIG TEST TO CAT 1 PET01110NOTE PETC1120
NCTE RATE OF DISASSEMBLY CATL PET01130R GEFCAT1.KL=INCAT1.JK. SMAII DELAY IN DISASS CAT1 PET01140NOTE PET0 1150
NOTE GYRO RF-ASSEMBLY CATEGCRY 1 PFT 1160L GACAT1.K=GACAT1.J+(DT) (GERCAT1.JK-GABCAT1.JK) PET01170
N GACAT1=0 INITIAL VALUE GYRO REASSEMBLY CATEGCRY 1 PET011po
NOTE GYRO FEASSEMBLY FATE CATEGCFY 1 PET01190R GAPCAT1.KI=EELAY3(GERCAT1.JK,TASC1) GYRO REASSEMBLY CAT 1 PETC1200
C TASC1=9 TIME TO RE ASSEMBLE CATEGORY 1 GYRC FAILURE PET01210
NOTE PET01220
NOTE PET01230
NOTE CATEGORY 2 MAIN HOUSING TC FLCAT PET01240
NOTE PETC1250
NOTE GYROS IN DISASSEMELY CATEGORY 2 PFT 1260
NOTE INFLOW AGAIN HAS THREE CCMPCNENTS PET01270
NOTE SEE DESCRIPTION FOR CATEGORY 1 ABOVE PET01280
R INCAT2.KL=GYNACC.JK*FCTR2+SDGCAT2.JK+FFCAT2.JK PETLI1290
NOTE GYNACC*FCTR2 FROM ORIGINAL GYRO TEST NO ACCEPT PET01300
NOTE SEGCAT2 FROM IMU TEST FAILUPES PET01310
NOTE FFCAT2 FROM FIELD FAILURES PEIC1320
NOTE PETC1330
NOTE GYROS TN CISASSEFELY CATEGCRY 2 PET01340
L GDCAT2.K=GDCAT2.J+(DT) (INCAT2.JK-GEFCAT2.JK) PETC1350
N GCCAT2=0 INITIAL VALUE GYROS IN DISASSEMBLY CATEGORY 2 PFT01360
NOTE PETC1370C FCTR2=.6 FRACTION ORIGN. GYRO ACC. REJECTS TO CATEG 2 PETC1380
NOTE PFT01390
NOTE GYRO EISASSEMBLY RATE CATEGCFY 2 PFIC140P
R GERCAT2.KL=DELAY3(INCAT2.JK,TDCAT2) GYRO DISAS RATE CATEG2 PFT01410
C TECAT2=7 TIME TC DISASSEMBLY CATEG 2 GYRO FAILURES PFTO1420
NOTE PFTC1430
NOTE CAT 2 REASSEMBLY LEVEL PFT01440
NCTE GYROS IN BEASSEMELY CATEGCRY 2 PET01450
L GACAT2.K=CACAT2.J+(DT) (GDRCAT2.JK-GARCAT2.JK) PETC1460
N GACAT2=0 INITIAL VALUE GYROS IN RFASSEMBLY CATEGCPY 2 PET01470
NOTE PET0148C
NOTE GYRO REASSEMBLY FATE CATEGORY 2 PET01490
R GARCAT2.KI=DELAY3(GERCAT2.JKTASC2) FEASSEMELY RATE CAT 2 PET01500
C TASC2=15 TIME TO RE-ASSEMBIE CATEGORY 2 PETIC1510
NOTE PET01520
NOTE PET01530
NOTE CATEGORY 3 INSIEE FLOAT PETC1540
NOTE PETO1550
NCTE GYROS IN EISASSEFELY CATEGORY 3 PET01560
NOTE THREE SOrlRCES-- SEE DESCRIPTION FOR CATEGORY 1 ABOVE FFT01570
NOTE PETC1580
NOTE TOTAL INFLOW TO GYRO DISASSEMBIY CATEGORY 3 PETC1590
R INCAT3.KL=GYNACC.JK*FCTF3+SDG(AT3.JK+EFCAT3.JK PFT01600
NOTE GYNACC*FCTF3 FPCM ORIGINAL GYRO TEST REJECTS PET01610
NOTE SDGCAT3 FROM IMU TEST FAILURES PET01620
NOTE FFCAT3 FRCP FIELD TEST FAILURES PEI1630
NOTE PETO1640
L GCCAT3.K=GDCAT3.J+(DT) (INCAT3.JK-GrRCAT3.JK) GYROS IN DISASM CAT3 PEIC1650
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N GECAT3=0 INITIAL VALUE GYROS IN DISSASSEMBLY
C FCTR3=.1 FRACTICN CFIG REJECTS GYFC ACC TEST
NOTE
P GERCAT3.KL=DELAY3(IKCAT3.JK,TDCAT3) DIS. RATE
C TDCAT3=1C TIME TO rISASSEMELE CATEGCFY 3
NOTE
NOTE GYPOS IN FEASSEMELY CATEGCFY 3
L GACAT3.K=CACAT3.J+(DT) (GERCAT3.JK-GARCAT3.JK)
N GACAT3=0 INITIAL VALUE
NOTE
F GARCAT3.KL=EELAY3 (GRCAT3.JK,TASC3) FEASFEMB
C TASC3V=30 TIME TOn FE ASSEWMELE CATEGORYV 3
CATEGCFY 3
TC CAT 3
FCP CATFGCPY 3
L Y CAT 3
NOTE
NOTE SUPPLEMENTARY ECUATICES FCR CUTPUT
NCTE
NOTE TOTAL GYROS IN DISASSEMBLY -- OUTEUT VARIABLE
A TIGDIS.K=G CAT1.K+GECAT2.K+GCCAT3.K TOTAL GYROS IN LISASS
A TLGREAS.K=GACAT1.K+CACAT2.K+GACAT3.K TOTAL GYRCS IN FEASSFM
NOTE
NOTE TOTAL [ISSASSEMBIY AND FEASSEMELY FATES
A RCtIS.K=GERCAT1.JK+GURCAT2.JK+GDPCAT3.JK
A RCRAS.K=GAPCAT1.JK+GABCAT2.JK+GAFCAT3.JK
NOTE
NOTE GYRCS IN IMU ASSEMELY
NOTE ACCEPTABLE GYRCS FFOM GYRC ACCEPTANCE TEST (GYACC)
NOTE PLUS ANY GOOD GYROS FROM IMU TEST FAILURE DISASSFvPLY (GCCDVSF)
NrTE PLUS ANY GCCD GYFCS FROM IELL FAILURE CISASSEMBLY (GODFF)
NCTE ARE FABRICATED INTO IMUS-- PBCCESS DELAY IS rYPOS IN TMUS
L TMUASS.K=IMUASS.J+(UT) (GYACC.JK+GCODSF.JK+GCODFF. JK-INIPij.JK)
N IPUASS=0 INITIAL VAIUE
NOTE
P GINIMrT.KI=DELAY3(GYACC.JK+GOOCSF.JK+GCODFF.J,TASIIU) GYFOS INTC
C TASIMU=7 TIME TC ASSEMEJE GYPCS INTC IMUS
NOTE
NOTE STACK FOR IrU ACCEPTANCE TESTS
NOTE MUST EXPRESS INFLCW IN TERMS OF IMUS - 3 GYROS/IMrJ
L IMJWT.K=IMJWT.J+(DT) (IMUWAIT.JK-IMUTTST.JK) IMS WAITIN;
N IMUWT=0 INITIAL VALUE IMUS WAITING FOP TMUS TEST
B IMUWAT.KL=GINIMU.JK/3 IMUS TO WATT STACK-- 3 rYPCS FF TiUT
NCTE
NOTE
NCTF IMUS IN TEST APFA
NOTE MOVE IN IMUS WAITING TO EE TESTEr. CUTFLOW IS OK IMUS
NOTE (IMUACC) ANE REJECTED IMUS (IMUNACC)
I IMUTTA.K=IMUTTA. J+(DT) (IMUTTST.JK-IMUACC.JK-IMUNACC. JK) Tf IN TEST
N IMUTTA=C INITIAL VALUE IMUS IN TEST AREA
NOTE
NOTE WILL MCVF INTO TEST AREA AS MANY IMTUS AS POSSIBLF
NOTE EUT THEPE MAY BE A CAPITAL/CAPACITY CCNSTFAINT
NOTE CAPAC TS CAPACITY OF TEST AFEA
F IMUTTST.Kl=MIN(IMUWT.K,(APAC) IMUS TC TEST AREA BATE
C CAPAC=10 CAPACITY OF IMUS TEST AREA IN IMUS
NOTE
NOTE OUTPUT OF INUS TEST IS ACCEPT. INUS AND REJECTED IMUS
R IMU!ACC.KI=DELAY3(IPUTTST.JK,T1IMU)*IMUYLr ACCEFTED TIUS
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PETC1660
PET'D 167)
PETC1680
FET01690
PET' 17%
PET 1710
PET?^1723
P T 1730
PETO 17L40
PETO 1750)
PET"1 760
PET 0 177k
rf701780
PFFT) 179
PETC1C
PETO 18 10
PET r19 2
PET 1930
PET 1A'4?P F 7 C 1 R 4 ?
LETO 186C
P F I 173
PETl q C
PETC118 ^PFIC 1(9?.-
PET? 19 21
PEITC 19 3
PfTC 194Q
PEC 195?
PETC1O6l
1 F[ET 1970
PET C1980
PET('1492
PETO 2'100
PF7T2? 10
FPTC 20 2t
PF TC2 30
FFT? 2' 4C
PET
0 2( t
PFTO 2370
PET C 2'0P
PET02090
FETC2100
PFTC2110
FETC 2120
PETC2 130
FETC2140
PET'" 2150
PET C 2160
PET? 2170
PETC2 190
PEI121 q
PFT0220r
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C TTTMU=12 ITIE TC TEST IMUS PET02210
R IMUNACC.KL=LFLAY3(IMUTTST.JK,TTIMU)* (1-IMUYLD) PET02220
NOTE PET02230
C IMUYLD=.9 IMU TEST YIELD RATIO--GCCD IMUS PESC2240
NOTE PET02250
NOTE PEIC2260
NOTE IMU TEST REJECTS ARE DISASSEMBLED (REMEMBER 3 GYbCS/TMU )PET0227
NOTE AND SEPARATED INTC FAILURE CATEGORIES 1,2,3 FOR CYRO DISSASSEMBLYPET02280
NOTE PEIC2290
NCTE PET02300
NOTE IMUS DISASSEMELY PETC2310
NOTE INFLOW IS NOT ACCETPED IMUS FRCM IMU TEST FEIC2320
NOTE CUTFICW IS IMU rISASSEMBLY RATE PET02330
NOTE E'n2340
L IMUEIS.K=IMUEIS.J+(DT) (IMUNACC.JK-IMUDISR.JK) PET02350
N IMUDIS=O INITIAL VALUE IMU EISASSEMELY PET02360
NOTE PET02370
R IMTDISR.KL=DELAY3(IMUJNACC.JKTDISS) IMU DISASS RATE PET02380
C TDISS=7 TIME TO EISASSEMBIE IMUS PETC2390
NOTE PET02400
NOTE SORT CATEGCRIES PET02410
NCTE IMU EISSASSEMBLIES LIVIDED TC GYRO FAILURE TYPES PET02420
NOTE AFTEP GYRO FAILURE VERIFICATICN DELAY FFT02430
NOTE FACTCRS SFCAT1, SFCAT2, SFCAT3 SORT IMU FAILURES PETC2440
NOTE INTO APFROPRIATE GYPO FAILURE CATEGORIES PFTO2490
NOTE PFIM2460
P SLGCAT1.KL=EELAY3(SFCTR1*IMUDISR.JK,IVCAT1) CAT1 BAE GYRCS EFT0247n
R SDGCAT2.KI=EELAY3(SFCTR2*IMUETSR.JKTVCAT2) CAT2 BAE GYROS PET02480
R StCCAT3.KL=EELAY3(SFCTR3*IMUJDISR.JK,TVCAT3) CAT3 BAD GYROS PEIC249C
R GOCDSF.KL=rELAY3(SGOK*IMUDISR.JK,TVGOCD) GOOD GYRCS FFC? IMU FAIL FT0250C
NOTE PE102510
NOTE EELAY TIMES FOR GYRO VERIFICATION PETO 2520
C TVCAT1=7 TIME VERIF. CAT1 GYRC FAILURE PET02530
C TVCAT2=8 TIME VERIF. CAT2 GYRO FAILURE PETC2540
C TVCAT3=8 TIME VERIF. CAT3 GYRO FAILURE PFT'2990
C TVGOOD=7 TIME VERIF. GCOD GYRC IS IMU FAILURE PETC2560
NOTE PET02570
C SGCK=2 ThC GOCD GYRCS IN EVERY IMU BY ASSUMPTION PETC2580
NOTE CATEGODY FAILURE PERCENTAGES FRCM IMU TEST REJECTS PET02590
C SFCTR1=.25 PET02600
C SFCTP2=.9 PFTC2610
C SFCTR3=.25 PETC2620
NOTE THE SORT FACTORS SHOUlD ADE TC 3 NUMBER OF GYROS/IMU PE702630
NCTE PET02640
NOTE PFIC2650
NOTE FIELE INVENTORY PETC2660
NOTE PET02670
NOTE INFLOW IS ACCEPTED IMUS FRCM IMUS TEST PETC2680
NOTE OUTFLOW IS FIELD BREAKDOWNS--TOIBRY.JK PET02690
L FTELD.K=FIFLD.J+(DT) (IMIJACC.JK-TCTRPK.JK) FIELD INVENTORY PET02700
N FIELE=0 INITIAL VALUE FIELD PET02710
NOTE PET02720
NOTE WILL NEEE MEASURE OF AVERAGE AGE CF IMUS IN FIELD TO PET02730
NOTE ESTIMATE BREAKDOUN PROBABILITIES PIT02740
NOTE RUNNING TC'IAL ACCUMULIaTI AGE IN FIELD PET02750
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L AVAGET.K=AVAGET.J+(UT) (FIELD.J-TOTBRK.JK*AVAGE.J)
N AVAGET=C
NOTE
A AVAGE.K=AVAGET.K/(MAX(FIELE.K,1)) AVERAGE AGE IMUS IN FIELD
NOTE MAX FUNCTICN TC AVOIt EIVIISICN EY ZERO
NOTE
NOTE PROBABILITY OF FAILURE CALCULATICNS FOR THREE FAILURE CATFG.
NOTE AVAGE/360 IS AVERAGE AGF IN YEARS
NCTE
NOTE ****WARNING PPCFAE EXPRESSFE IN PERCENT PER YEAR
NOTE MUST SCALE FOP DAILY RUN
NOTE
NCTE BREAKDCWNS ASSUMED FUNCTION OF AVERAGE TIME UNIT IN FIELD
NOTE CR CHRCNCLCGICAL TIME Of RUN, CR EOTH
C S=1 SWITCH =1 FOR AVERAGE TIME IN FIELD, =0 FOR CHFCNOLCGY
A TIMEVAR.K=(S*AVAGE.K+(1-S)*TIME.K)/360 TIME IN YEARS
A PFECAT1.K=TAEHL(T1,TIMEVAR.K,C,14,1) PROB CAT 1 FAIL
C T1*=.10.10/.10/.10/.10/.1C/.1C/.10/.10/.10/.10/.10/.10/.10/.10
NOT E
A PFECAT2.K=TAHL(T2,TIMEVAR.K,0,14,1) PROB CAT2 FAIL
C T2*=.20/.20/.2/.2C/.2C/.2C/.2C/.2C/.20/.20/.20/.20/.20/.20/.20
NOTE
A PIECAT3.K=TAEBL(T3,TIMEVA.K,C,14,1) PROB CAT3 FAIL
C T3*=.20/.2C/.20/.20/.20/.2C/.20/.20/.20/.2C/.2/.2C/.2/.20/.2"
NOTE
NOTE ACTUAL NUMBER FAILURES EY CATEGCFY
R FECAT1.KL=FIELD.K*PFECAT1.K/36C CAT1 FAILORE RATE
R FECAT2.Kl=FIELD.K*PFECAT2.K/36C CAT2 FAIL1]PE RATE
R FFCAT3.KL=FIELD.K*PFECAT3.K/360 CAT3 FAILURE RATE
NOTE
NOTE WE ALLCW STACKING CF FIELD FAILUFE IMUS PEFOPE PEPAI
NOTE IF MORE IMUS IN FIELD THAN DEISRED, PROBABLY WIL. NCT PFrAIF
NOTE FIRST GET PEFCENT CF TCCAYS FAILURES TO STACK AND TO PEPAIR
A RATIO.K=TARL (FSTACK,FIELD.K/DINFLDK,.9,1.05,.05)
C FSTACK*=1.5/1.1/1.0/0 TABLE FCF STACKING FIELE FAIIIJFFS
NOTE
NOTE INVENTORIES OF FIELD FAILUPE IMUS BY FAILURE TYPE
NOTE FAILURES FLCW INTO WAITING STACK, IMUS TO REPAIR FLOW OUT
L STKCAT1.K=STKCAT1.J+(DT) (FECAT1.JK-CAT1REP.JK)
N STKCAT1=0
L SIKCAT2.f<=STKCAT2.J+(DT) (FECAT2.JK-CAT2REP.JK)
N STKCAT2=0
L STKCAT3.K=SIFCAT3.J+(DT) (FECAT3.JK-CAT3REP.JK)
N STKCAT3=C
NOTE
NOTE THE OUTFLCWS FRCF THEWAIT FCR BEFAIR INVENTORIES
NOTE ARE FRACTION OF TODAYS FAILURES (821 NCT MORE THAN TCTAL WAITING)
NOTE
R CAT1REP.KL=MIN(STKCAT1.K,RATIO.K*FECAT1.JK) CAT1 FLD FAIL TO REPAIR
R CAT2REP.KL=MIN(STKCAT2.K,PATIO.K*FNCAT2.JK) CAT2 FtP FAIL TC FEPAIF
R CAT3REP.KL=MIN(STKCAT3.K,RATIO.K*FECAT3.JK) CAT3 FLD FAIL TO PEPAIR
NOTE TOTAL IMUS FAILING THIS PERICD FROM FIELD INVENTCFY
R TOTBRK.KL=FECAT1.JK+FECAT2.JK+FECAT3,JK TOTAL FAILUFF RATF
NOTE
NOTE TOTAL IMUS WAITING FOR REPAIR
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PFTO2760
PE TO 2770
PET02780
PETC2790
PETC2R00
PETC2810
PET02820
PEIC2830
PETP 284C
PEIC2850
PFT02860
PET C2870
FET0288A
PETC2A40
PETO02400
PETC2911
PETO 2920
PPTC2930
P ETO29 40
PETC295C
PFT!296')
PFTC2970
P ET 32980
PETC2494
PET"302
PEIC 3')41PET,13020PfE'T) 31) 3')
PETnCn060
PET03070
PPTC3080
PFTCO309
PFT03100tPETC11C2
PFTO3312)
PET 300
p FT C 314(1
PFTC3150
PETr316C
PFET 3171
PETC 3180
PETC3190
PETA 32('
PETC3210
PET03220
PETO 320
PETC3240
PFTP 3250~
PETC326
FFTC3270
PETO3280
PE1C3290
PET03301
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A TFFWAIT.K=SIKCAT1. K+STKCAT2.K+STKCAT3.K PE103310
NOTE PIT03320
NOTE FIELD FAILURES ARE DISASSEMBLED AND GYROS SORTED INTO PET03330
NOTE IMU FAILURE VERIFICATION TESTS PET03340
R VFECAT1.KL=EELAY3(CAT1REP.JK,TVEP) IMU VERIF. CATEG 1 PIT03350
R VFECAT2.FI=DELAY3(CAT2REP.JK,TVER) IMU VERIF CATEG 2 PETO0360
R VIECAT3.KL=DELAY3(CAT3REP.JK,TVER) IPU VERIF CATEG 3 PET03370
C TVER=9 TIFE TO DC IMU FAILURE IEENT TEST PE103380
NCTE PET01390
NOTE FIEID FAILURE IMU EISASSEMELY PETC3400
NCTE PET03410
NOTE VERIFIED FIELD IMU FAILURES ARE EISASSEMBLEE AND SORTED PET03420
NOTE INTC GYRO FAILURE CATEGCIES PET03430
NOTE PFT03440
NOTE WE ASSUME CNLY CNE EAr GYRC PER FIELD IMU FAILURE PETC3450
NCTE PETO3460
R DFFCAT1.KL=DELAY3 (VFECAT1.JK,TEISS) CAT1 GYROS FROM FLD FAIL PETC3470
R DFECAT2.KL=DELAY3(VFECAT2.JK,TDISS) CAT2 GYRCS GRC? FID FAII F!T03480
R DFFCAT3.KL=DELAY3(VFECAT3.JK,TDISS) CAT3 GYRO FIELD FAIL RATE PET03490
NCTE PETO3500
NOTE FINALLY, FIELD FAILURE GYRCS ARE VERIFIED AS TO FAILURE CATEGORY PFTC3510
NOTE THESE GYROS WILL FLOW INTO GYRC DISASSEMBLY AREA PET03520
R FFCAT1.KI=DELAY3(EFFCAT1.JK,TVCAT1) CATEG1 FAILED GYRCS FRCM FIELD PET03530
R FFCAT2.KI=EELAY3(DFFCAT2.JKTVCAT2) CATEG2 FAILED GYROS PROM FIELD PETC3540
R FFCAT3.KL=EELAY3(DFFCAT3.JK,IVCAT3) CATEG3 FAILED GYFCS FIFCP FIEL PET3550
R GCODFF.KI=2*EELAY3 (EFFCAT1.JK+EFFCAT2.JK+DFFCAT3.JK,IVCAT3) PETC3560
NOTE GOOD GYROS FROM FIELD IMU FAILURES--2 GOOD GYRCS/I U PE103570
NOTE PET03580
NCTE PETC359O
NOTE PET03600
NOTE COST SECTCR PE7,03610
NOTE COMPONENT PURCHASE AND LOST MATERIAL COST PFT03620
R RSUBT1.KL=NFWSETS.JK*(COMPCT+AMLOST) PET03630
L SUBT1.K=SUBT1.J+(DT) (RSUET1.JK) ACCUM. SUETOTAL 1 PEIC3640
N SUET1=0 INITIAL VALUE PETO3690
C CCMPCT=7500 GYRO PARTS COST--NEW SETS OF PARTS PET03660
C AMLOST=500 AVERAGE MATERIAL LOST DURING ASSEMBLY CF NEW SFTS PET03670
NOTE PETC3680
NOTE CCMPONENT LABOR FABRICATION COST PET03690
R RSUBT12.KL=NEWSETS.JK*NASLCST PETC3700
L SUBT12.K=SUJPT12.J+(DT) (RSUBT12.JK) ACCUM SUBTCTAL 12 PETC3710
N SUBT12=0 INITIAI VALUE PET03720
C NASLCST=5000 ASSEMELY LABCR CCSTS NEW SETS PTC373O
NCTE PETO3740
NOTE PE703750
NOTF GYRO EISASSEMBLY COSTS PET03760
R RSUBT3. KL=GERCAT1 . JK*DCAT1+GDRCAT2. JK*ECAT2+GDRCAT3.JK*DCAT3 PETC3770
L SUET3.K=SUET3.J+(DT) (RSUBT3.JK) ACC SUBTOTAL 3 PETC3780
N SUET3=0 INITIAL VALUE PET03790
C DCAT1=10 PETC300
C DCAT2=500 ET03810
C DCAT3=1200 PFT0382C
NOTE PETC3830
NOTE GYRO REASSEMBLY COSTS PET03840
NOTE TWO KINES REASSEIPELY COST--LABOF AND MATERIAL P203650
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NOTE RFASSEMPLY MATERIAL COSTS
R RGRMAT.KL=GARCAT1.JK*RMCAT1+GARCAT2.JK*RMCAT2+GARCAT3.JK*RMCAT3
L GFMAT.K=CRMAT.J+(rT) (RGRMAT.JK) MAT SUB TCTAL
N GRAT=C
C RMCAT1=400 MATERIAL CCST CAT1
C RMCAT2=1030 MATERIAL COST CAT2
C RPCAT3=2800 MATEFIAL CCST CAT3
NOTE REASSEMBLY LABCR COST
R RGRLAB.KL=GARCAT1.JK*RCAT1+GARCAT2.JK*RCAi2+GARCAT3.JK*RCAT3
L GFLAE.K=CLAE.J+(DT) (RGRLAE.JK) LAE SUB TOTAL ACCUMULATED
N GFIAE=3
C RCAT1=6CC LAECR CCST CAT1
C RCAT2=20 0 0 LAEOR COST CAT2
C RCAT3=40CC LAECR CCST CAT3
A SUPT4.K=GREAT.K+GBLAB. K
NOTE
NOTE IMU FAILURE DISASSEMELY ANt VERIFICAITCN COST
R RSUBTS.KL=SrCCAT1.JK*GFVCAT1+SDGCAI2.JK*GFVCAT2+SDGCAT3.JK*GFVCAT3
L SUBT5.K=SUBT5.J+(DT) (RSUET5.JK) ACCUM SUET TOTAL 5
N SUET5=0
C GFVCAT1=300
C GFVCAT2=700
C GFVCAT3=1000
NOTE
NOTE GYRO ACCEPTANCE TEST COST
R RSUBT6.KL=(GYACC.JK+GYNACC.JK)*GACTC
L SUET6.K=SUBT6.J+(DT) (RSUBT6.JK) ACC SUBTCTAL 6
N SUET6=C INITIAL VALUE
C GACTC=2000 GYRC ACCEPTANCE TEST LAECR COST
NOTE
NOTE IMU DISASEMEIY CCST
F RSUET10.KL=IMUDIsR.JK*CIMUIS
L SUET1O.K=SJBT1O.J+ (rT) (RSUBT10.JK) ACCUM SUBTOTAL 1-
N SUBT10=0
C CIMrDIS=200 COST OF IMU DISASSEMBLY
NOTE
NOTE I1U FIELD FAILURE VERIFICATION TEST COST
R RSrJBT2.KL=TIMUV*(VFECAT1.JK+VFECAT2.JK+VFFCAT3.JK) I P FIELD VE
L SUBT2.K=SU22.J+ (DT) (RSUET2.JK) ACCUM SUBTOTAL 2
N SUET2=0
C TIMUV=400 IPUl FIELD FAILURE VERIFICATICN COST
NCTE
NOTE FIELD IMU FAILURE DISASSEMEIY CCST
R RSUET11.KL= (EFFCAT1.JK+DFFCAT2.JK+DFFCAT3.JK)*CMUDIS
L SUET11.K=SUET11.J+(DT)(RSUBT11.JK) ACCUM SUBTOTAL 11
N SUET11=0
NOTE FIELE FAILURE DISASSEMBLY AND VERIFICATION COSTS
R RSUBT7.KL=FECAT1.JK*GFVCAT1+FECAT2.JK*GFVCAT2+FECAT3.JK*GFVCAT3
L SUBT7.K=SUPT7.J+(DT) (RSUET7.JK) ACCUM SUBTOTAL 7
N SUET7=0
NOTE
NOTE IMU ACCEPTANCE TEST
R RSUBT8.Kl=(IUACC.JK+IMUNACC.JK)*STCOST
t SUET8.K=SUJBT8.J+(DT) (RSUBT8.JK) ACCUM SUBTCTAL 8
N SUBT8=0
PET03860
PETC 3870
PETC3A80
PET03890
PETC3900
PETO3910
PETC3920
PETC393 0
PFT03940
PETC3950
PET03960
PETC3970
PETC39RO
PET03990
PETC4000
PETC4010
PETC4020
PFT04030
PETO4040
PETC4050
PFT04060
PETC4070
PET04080
PET04090
PET041"0
PET04110
PETC4120
PETO4130
PETC4140
PET04150
PETO4160
PETO4170
PET04180
PETC4190
PETO4200
PETC4210
PFT"4220
R CCSTPFT0423 0
PETC4240
PET042 50
PETC4260
rET04270
PETn4280
PETC4290
FET04300
PETO4310
PFT04320
PET04330
PETC4340
PET04350
PE7C4360
PET04370
PETO4380
PETC4390
PET04400
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C SICOST=2000 IMU ACCEPTANCE TEST CCST/IMU
NCTE
NOTE IMU ASSEMBlY CCST
P RSUET9.KL=IMUWAIT.JK*IMUASSC NOTE TN NUMBER IMUS NOT GYFCS
L SUBT9.K=SUiB19.J+(UT) (RSUET9.JN) ACCUM SUETOTAL 9
N SUET9=0
C IMUASSC=300 IMU ASSEMBLY CCET/IMU
NOTE
NOTE TOTAL COST COUNTER
R P1.KL=RSUET1.JK+RSUET2.JK+SUBT3.JK+GRLAB.JK+PGPMAT.JK+PSUUPT5.JK
R P2.KL=RSUBT6.JK+RSUET7.JK+RSIET8.JK+RSUBT9.JK+RSUBT10.JK+9SUBT11.JK
B P3.KL=FSTPT12.JK
L CCST.K=COST.J+(DT) (P1.JK+P2.JK+F3.JK) TOTAL ACCUM COST
N COST=TCAP*TCCOST+OTFER INITIAL CCST -- CAPITAL EXPEN.
C TCCOST=30C000 CCST FEE UNIT GYRC TFST CAPACITY
NOTE TWO COMPONENTS--GYRO TEST CAP-TCAP*30000C
NOTE AND CTHER--CTHEF CAPITAL
C OTEER=1042000 CTHER CAPITAL CCST-NCT INCLUD GYRO TEST
NCTE
NOTE COUNTER FCR TCTAl USEFUL DAYS IN FIELD
L DAYINF.K=EAYINF.J+(UT) (RFIELD.JK) DAYS IN FIELD
R PFIELD.KL=MIN(FIELD.K,MPXFl) WILL CNLY CCUNT TO MAX DES TN FTELD
C MPXFLE=1050 MAXIMUM DESIRED IMUS IN FIELD
NOTE ANY MORE IMUS PRODUCED APE NOT USED IN CCST/DAY CALCUL.
N DAYINF=0 INITIAL DAYS IN FIELt
NOTE
NOTE COSTS TC LAYS IN FIELD PATIC
NCTE
A CFERDY.K=CCST.K/(DAYINF.F+1.) CCSTS PER DAY IN FTELD
NOTE THE (+1.) IN (DAYINF.K+1.) ABOVE IS THERE TC PRFVFNT DIVISION
NOTE- WHICH CCNFUSES THE COMPUTEP. REMEMBER IT TAKIS SOME TIME!
NOTE TO GET ANY COMPLETED SYSTEMS INTC THE FIELD
NOTE
NOTE
NOTE OUTPUT S
NOTE SPECIFIC
NOTE
C LENGTH=5400
C DT=1.
C PBTPER=180
C PITPEP=180
NOTE
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PLCT
PLOT
FLOT
PRINT
PLOT
PLOT
PLOT
ECTION
ATICN CAPrS
1)COST/2)rAYINF/3)CPERDY(0.3)/4)FIELD/5)GYROW/6) IMTWATI/7)TFFWAIT
1)NEWSETS/2) ACNFW/3)DINAS/4)TCCRPEC/5)CORREC/6)GYBCAS/7) AVAGE
1)SUET1/2)SUBT12/3)GFMAT/4)GRLAP/5)SUBT2/6)SUBT3/7)SUBT4/8)RATIO
1)SUET5/2)SUBT6/3)SUBT7/4)SUBTA/5) SUBT9/6)SUBT10/ 7 ) SUET11
FIELD=F/PECAT1=1,FECAT2=2,FFCAT3=3/TFFAIT=/AVAGE=A
COST=$/SUET1=1,SUBT12=*,SUPT2=2,SUET3=3/SUET4=4,SUBT5=5,SUBT6=6
COST=$/SUET7=7,SUBT8=8,SUBT9=9,SURT10=0,SUBT11=1,GFLAP=L,GPMAT=M
1)VFECAT1/2)VFECAT2/3)VFECAT3/4) INFLOW/5)GYROTT/6)COST/7)GYPOW
DINAS=I/EINFLD=F/ERROR=E/CORREC=C/NEWSETS=N/BCDIS=D,RCBAS=A
GYROAS=G,/TLGLIS=D/TLGREAS=R/GYBOA Z'/IMUASS=S/IMUDIS=A/IMUTTA=B
IMUACC=A,IMUNACC=N/GYACC=1,GYNACC=2/ASSGYG=G,ASSGYB=B
PET04410
PETO4420
PETC4430
PET04440
FTO4450
PFTO'4460
PFT04470
PET'4480
PET'4490
PETO4500
PFT04510
PETr4520
PETC4530
PET04540
PETOC455C
PET 4560
PET04570
PETO4580
PETO4590
PETCU600
PETC4610
PFT 462'
PFTn463("
FET)4640
PETC465C
PFT04660
PFIC467C
FFT1468C
PETC469C
PETO4700
PFIr4710C
PET4720
PETO4730
PFT04740
PETO4750
PETC4760
PETO4770
PETI4780
PFTO4790
PETCURC
FETO4810
PFT04820
PETC4830
PETO4840
PETC4850
PFTC4860
PET04870
PFTC4880
FFT04890
PETC4qoo
FFTCU910
PET04920
PETC4930
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